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FOREWORD
The investigation described in this report was performed by Information
& Control Systems, Incorporated (ICS) under Contract Number NASl-l5759 for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia. This work was sponsored by the Applied Controls Branch of
the Flight Control Systems Division. Mr. Richard M. Hueschen served as
Technical Representative monitoring this contract. Use of trade names or
names of manufacturers in this report does not constitute an official endorse-
ment of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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ABSTRACT
This report contains the development of a digital outer-loop three
dimensional radio navigation (3-D RNAV) flight control system for a small
commercial jet transport. The outer-loop control system is designed using
optimal stochastic limited state feedback techniques. Options investigated
using the optimal limited state feedback approach include integrated versus
hierarchical control loop designs, 20 samples per second versus 5 samples
per second outer-loop operation and alternative Type 1 integration command
errors. Command generator tracking techniques used in the digital control
design enable the jet transport to automatically track arbitrary curved flight
paths generated by waypoints. The performance of the design is demonstrated
using detailed nonlinear aircraft simulations in the terminal area, frequency
domain multi-input sigma plots, frequency domain single-input Bode plots and
closed-loop poles. The response of the system to a severe wind shear during
a landing approach is also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
To meet the higher volume aviation requirements projected for the 1980 -
1990 period, NASA is conducting research and development under the Advanced
!ransport Qperating ~ystems (ATOPS) Program at the Langley Research-Center.
The major effects of higher volume will be felt in terminal area operations.
The goals of the ATOPS program include increased efficiency in the utilization
of an airport's terminal area airspace, optimization of aircraft and airport
operations, and safe take-off and landing in most types of weather conditions.
An important step in the achievement of these goals is the development
of technology and system design procedures which provide the ability to fly
specified curved paths with high accuracy during the radio naviation (RNAV)
and Microwave Landing System (MLS) phases of the flight. In an effort to
achieve the ATOPS goals, Ref. 1, has developed an advanced digital flight
control system synthesis procedure using the concept of optimal stochastic
limited state feedback. This report is the application of the synthesis
procedure in Ref. 1, to the design of an outer-loop digital flight control
system for the ATOPS research aircraft. The digital control system is
designed to process guidance information from external sources and aircraft
aerodynamic and kinetic information fromonboard aircraft sensors in order
to command control effectors so that the ai.rcraft flies arbitrary curved
paths. The three-dimensional curved paths are generated by waypoints
supplied by the pilot or a flight schedule. The commerical jet follows the
path and a specified calibrated airspeed profile without regard to positional
timing errors along the path. The advanced autopilot described in this
report is viewed as a three-dimensional radio navigation (3-D RNAV) outer-
loop digital flight control system. The airspeed prof lie could be selected
so as to achieve some 4-D objectives, however, without much difficulty.
The block diagram in Fig. lb is a simplified depiction of the way the
control system in this report should be implemented. The digital control
system is composed of an inner-loop operating at 20 samples per second and
an outer-loop control system operating at either 20 sps or 5 sps. The inner-
loop control system feeds back accelerometer and rate gyro signals in order
to stabilize the aircraft's "fast" dynamics such as the short period, Dutch
roll and roll modes, (Ref. 2). The inner-loop system used here was previously
designed using classical control design techniques, and is taken as is in
this study. The outer-loop control system processes information about the
aircraft's slower responding dynamics, such as vehicle attitude and geograph-
ical position, to perform a variety of functions. Examples of outer-loop
control functions include flight path angle select, pitch attitude control
wheel steering, altitude select, horizontal path tracking, heading select
and the 3-D curved path tracking autopilot designed in this report. The
inner-loop, outer-loop terminology used in Fig. 1 is often employed in what
is historically referred to as "classical" control structure synthesis
methodology.
NASA has previously researched and flight tested a three-dimensional
area naviation (3-D RNAV) path tracking control system described in Ref. 3.
The control design discussed in Ref. 3 is arrived at primarily using the
classical control synthesis methodology previously mentioned. The classical
control system has a structured Laplace transform (s-domain) block diagram
configuration. Control modules such as gain elements, wash-out filters, low-
pass filters, complementary filters, integrators and signal limiting opera-
tions are used throughout the block diagrams. The control loops operate in
a decentralized manner (no roll angle feedback to rudder except during decrab,
no pitch attitude feedback to throttle, etc., ... ). The inner-loop and outer-
loop control designs discussed in Ref. 3 are implemented digitally using the
Tustin transform.
The control design presented in this report uses the modern control
approach. The outer-loop control design is synthesized directly in the
discrete-time domain by minimizing a quadratic performance index defined by
a weighted sum of mean-square ste8dv state responses and controls. The inner-
loop control system nsed with the olltpr-lnop design consists of the primary
feedback paths of the inner-loop design discussed in Ref. 3.
The inner-loop control system discussed in Ref. 3 has a simple block
diagram structure and is straightforward to implement. The inner-loop con-
trol system has been extensively analyzed and successfully flight tested.
Some inner-loop control elements are eliminated when the inner-loop control
system is modeled and combined with the aircraft model in order to perform
the outer-loop control system design in this report. The integrity and
stability characteristics of the reduced inner-loop control system are re-
tained, however. Imposing a predefined control structure that is not to be
altered in the modern control approach, is a problem that is both practical
to solve and is a better representation of control design philosophy prac-
ticed in industry.
The modern control state-space methodology is often synonymous with
the full state feedback Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) approach to control
design. A quadratic performance index is minimized to yield feedback paths
from all states to all controls. Unmeasured or unavailable states are
estimated using a full order Kalman filter that should vary with flight
condition. The use of the full state feedback LQG method for the outer-loop
design would cause the inner-loop control design to be altered. The meaning
of inner-1oop/outer-1oop would be vague if the full state feedback LQG ap-
proach were to be used for the 3-D RNAV control problem.
In order to design the outer-loop control system, a departure is made
from the full state feedback LQG approach. The quadratic cost function is
minimized using a control system restricted to use limited state feedback.
Reference 1, presents the theoretical development of the optimal stochastic
limited state feedback approach. Reference 1 also formulates and proves the
convergence of a new numerical algorithm which determines an optimal limited
state feedback gain. Sufficient conditions for the existance of the gain are
also presented. The advantages of using optimal limited state feedback in
the outer-loop control system are as follows:
• Only chosen states are used for feedback purposes. The inner-
loop control system remains unaltered as desired.
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• Estimates of all states are not required. A time-varying
Kalman filter with its associated complexity and real-time
implementation requirements is not used.
• Low-order filters such as analog prefilters and digital
complementary filters can be included in the aircraft design
model and their effect on control performance is accommodated
when the control gains are computed.
• Actuator dynamics and gust dynamics can be. included in the
aircraft design model, their effect on control performance
is taken into account when the quadratic cost is minimized,
but their states are not fed back and hence do not have to
be measured or estimated.
• There is no separation of stochastic performance and closed-
loop performance for optimal limited state feedback even
though all noise sources are assumed to be white Gaussian
noise. Increasing the measurement noise on some feedback
variables causes the corresponding feedback gains to be re-
duced when the quadratic cost function is minimized.
• There is an increased flexibility in choosing a control
structure when using optimal output feedback. Each control
loop can be designed individually in a hierarchical approach
using different measurements for each loop closure. LONl, an
outer-loop longitudinal control system which is discussed later,
is designed using the hierarchical approach.
• The control law can also be designed in an integrated manner,
i.e., the various controls work in cooperation to achieve
the desired maneuvers. All other outer-loop control systems
designed in this report are formulated using the integrated
approach.
• The new numerical algorithm discussed in Ref. 1 can be applied
to relatively large order plant models without difficulty.
The largest plant model used in this report has 18 states.
• The proportional-integral-filter (PIF) control structure can
be used in the outer-loop design.
The PIF structure in incremental form has been successfully flight tested
as discussed in Refs. 4 and 5. DIALS in Ref. 6 was successfully flight tested
using a PIF-like structure in position form. The PIF structure accommodates
computation delay, has good high-frequency roll-off characteristics, uses
integral control and allows command generator tracking theory, Refs. 7 and 8,
to be used. The theoretical derivation of the optimal output feedback PIF
control system used in this report has not appeared elsewhere.
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The outer-loop control system discussed in this report may be flight
tested using the ATOPS B-737 aircraft, a small commerical jet transport.'
Control of the aircraft is provided by commands to the elevator, ailerons,
rudder, throttle, spoilers, stabilators and flaps. Based on experience
gained during the flight tests of autopilots discussed in Ref. 4, more than
one outer-loop control system design is presented for both the longitudinal
and lateral dynamics. The primary difference between the designs are the
gain elements and the way the command errors are constructed. The control
structure remains the same. Multiple designs increase the probability of
success and allow for inf1ight comparisons between gain sets as an indica-
tion of the direction of improved pilot acceptance.
A. ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
The state-space control system design model is discussed in Chapter II.
Linear continuous-time models are presented for individual subsystems. The
subsystem models are combined into a large order design model representation.
The procedure for representing the design model in discrete-time is summa-
rized. The inner-loop control system operates at 20 samples per second (sps).
Outer-loop designs are performed for 20 sps and 5 sps. In the later case,
the digital control system is implemented mu1tirate, although only sing1e-
rate synthesis techniques are used in this report.
Chapter III begins with a short summary of the optimal output feedback
problem and the solution presented in Ref. 1. The outer-loop PIF control
system causes the aircraft to follow a curved path in the terminal area.
Chapter III discusses how this is accomplished. A waypoint path construc-
tion procedure, derived and investigated in Ref. 9, generates a smooth
path using specified waypoints and a spherical earth assumption. A command
model is constructed, as in Ref. 4, which can generate the important attri-
butes of the path, i.e., height profile, roll profile and airspeed profile.
The command model follows the path; the outer-loop control system forces
the aircraft to follow the command model.
The control designs and time-domain evaluation are presented in Chapter
IV. The gains are designed at eight flight conditions. The gains are sched-
uled using calibrated airspeed (CAS) as the independent variable. The sched-
uled gain designs are simulated and evaluated using a full nonlinear six-degree
of freedom (6-DOF) simulation.
A frequency domain evaluation of the outer-loop PIF control system designs
are presented in Chapter V. Sigma plots, Ref. 10, and Bode plots are graph-
ically portrayed and discussed. Chapter VI shows the performance of the con-
trol system, inner-loop and outer-loop, along a curved descending trajectory
in the terminal area. Chapter VII summarizes the report and suggest areas
where further developments could improve optimal digital implementable con-
trol systems. The product of the control design effort is software subrou-
tines that can be programmed onboard the flight computer. Appendices A and B
present the FORTRAN control subroutines used in the nonlinear simulation.
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II. PLANT MODEL
The application of the linear optimal stochastic output feedback control
synthesis procedure to outer-loop control design requires mathematical models
for the aircraft, wind disturbances, actuator dynamics, outer-loop filters
and inner-loop control system dynamics. This chapter provides a summary of
the models and the state variable definitions. Further documentation of the
actuator dynamics and inner-loop dynamics are provided in Refs. 11 and 12.
A. AIRCRAFT OPEN-LOOP DYNAMICS
The nonlinear equations of motion of the aircraft are determined by con-
structing kinematic relationships between aircraft translation and angular
position states and by applying Newton's Second Law to the dynamics of the
vehicle. A body-fixed axis system is used in this report. The origin is
located at the body center of mass, and is fixed in orientation with respect
to the vehicle. The body x-axis extends forward out the vehicle's nose,
the y-axis extends out the right wind, and the z-axis extends out the bottom
of the vehicle.
The aircraft dynamics fall into the general state equation
(1)
by ~oting that aerodynamic forces and moments are functions of a~rcraft
states, ~, controls, ~, and to some extent the state history. A linear
time-invariant model representation is required to perform the control
design. The model is determined by modeling small changes in aircraft
motion due to small changes in control position.
The linearization procedure is performed by the construction of a Taylor
series expansion representing the nonlinear equations about some nominal
trajectory:
x ~ + 6x + Higher Order Terms (2)
+ ail
d~ x=x
-=0
u=u
--=0
6x + ai
au
- x=x
-=0
u=u
--=0
6~+ Higher Order Terms (3)
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Here, the subscript "0" indicates the nominal value and the prefix "L1"
denotes a small perturbation. All except first-order terms are then
neglected by arguing that the higher-order terms are small compared to
linear terms. The results of this procedure are separated into a nonlinear
equation describing the nominal trajectory and a linear equation defining
ther perturbation motion dynamics,
AL1x + BL1u
(4)
(5 )
The linear model is further separated by noting that the lateral-
directional dynamics and the longitudinal dynamics tend to decouple for
straight and level flight. The states in L1x for the lateral-directional
dynamics are ordered L1v, L1r, L1p, L1¢, L1~ and-L1c. The states are, respec-
tively, y-axis velocity, yaw rate, roll rate, roll angle, track angle error
and cross track error. The states in L1x for the longitudinal dynamics are
ordered L1u, L1w, L1q, L18, L1z and are, respectively, x-axis velocity, z-axis
velocity, pitch rate, pitch angle and z-axis position. The control system
is to operate as a three dimensional path tracking system (i.e., L1c, L1CAS
and L1h are to be regulated to zero) hence, longitudinal horizontal path
error, L1x, is not included in the model and is not regulated to zero by the
control system. The state, L1h, is the vertical height from the earth's
surface to the aircraft's cg. For small pitch angles, L1z and L1h are essen-
tially equal in magnitude.
Eight linear aircraft models are used to design the control system.
The aircraft is trimmed for straight and level flight at 1524 m (5,000 ft)
and 8,500 lb. The eight different CAS values used are 62 mls (120 kt),
69 mls (135 kt), 77 mls (150 kt), 85 mls (165 kt), 93 mls (180 kt), 124
mls (240 kt), 139 mls (270 kt), 154 mls (300 kt). Flaps are positioned
as a function of CAS for each flight condition as shown in Appendix B.
B. GUST MODEL
The predominate random disturbance affecting the aircraft dynamics is
wind gusts. The wind gusts can be modeled using the well-known Dryden spec-
trum. The modeling effort consists of using spectral factorization methods
to obtain a dynamical system which generates a random process having the
specified power spectral density when driven by a white noise process. The
gusts affect the body-axis aircraft velocites. Rotational gusts around the
aircraft are ignored. The transfer functions for the gust dynamics are as
follows:
6
ug
/2
L ~+ __u_V
TAS
s
(6)
v g
wg
L·
1+/3 _v_ sVTAS
( 1 +_~ S\2V
TAS
:)
L
1+/3 w sVTAS
(1+ VLW S)2
TAS
(7)
(8)
In the gust models, VTAS is the true airspeed, Lu ' Lv' and Lw are the
scales of turbulence, and au, 0v, and Ow are the variance of the gust. The
scales and gust variances are shown in Table 1.
A state-space realization of Eqs. 6 to 8 is
H 6w
w -g (9)
w
Where
A 6w + B 6w
w -g w- (10)
6n
v
6n ]
w
(11)
6w is a vector of independent Gaussian white noise process with unit vari-
ance. Combining Eq. 10 and Eq. 5 yields the aircraft model
M:. = Mx + B6u + E6w (12)
As new states are added to the design model representation, the vector 6~
and matrices A, Band E are increased appropriately in dimension. It should
be, clear however, that A in Eq. 5, Eq. 12 and Eq. 32 are of course, not equal.
C. ACTUATOR DYNAMICS
Block diagrams for each actuator and a short description of the block
diagrams are presented in Ref. 11. Only the linear perturbation dynamics
are presented in this section.
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In the aileron actuator system, a lead/lag filter processes the aileron
position command to provide phase advance. The output of the lead/lag filter
drives the aileron hydraulic value. The rate limited valve position drives
the cable system that rotates the aileron surface. Cable stretch caused by
increased dynamic pressure is modeled as a gain reduction of the value commanded
to the aileron surface. Cable hysteresis (-0.2 deg aileron) is modeled in the
nonlinear simulation. If the aileron command from the valve exceeds -2.5 deg,
then spoilers are also deflected.
Raising left or right spoilers reduces the lift on the left or right wing
resulting in a lift differential and rolling moment which serves to boost the
roll power. Decre~sing the lift on a wing affects the longitudinal dynamics.
If spoilers are deflected beyond -3.5 deg, then a spoiler feedback loop is
closed to produce a gain which decreases the original aileron command. The
gain which reduces the aileron command is also a function of flap position.
The spoiler feedback and the lead/lag filter are used to eliminate a
limit cycle problem that occurs when roll attitude is regulated through the
aileron actuator system for the outer-loop control system discussed in Ref.
3. The spoiler feedback and lead/lag filter is also used in the outer-loop
control design in this report.
A linear model of the aileron/spoiler system is as follows:
[ 6~aJ = [-12.38M 202.6
s
(13)
11.0
1. 0+0. 0015q
o
o
o
o
1.0
(14)
The model ignores hysteresis, rate limits, position limits, and residualizes
and eliminates the lead/lag filter pole. The function kl(oF) represents the
effect oL nominal flap position. The function k2 (oSPR) represents the gain
of the spoiler feedback loop as a function of spoiler position and q is
dynamic pressure. Only the right spoiler is used for design purposes but
it is assumed to have positive and negative values.
The rudder dynamics are straight forward and are modeled simply as
8
-32.68 60
r
+ 2.438 60RC (15)
(16)
The model ignores rate limits and position limits.
Throttle position commands engine thrust. Throttle position, which
is limited to 0 - 60 deg, commands EPR (engine pressure ratio). The EPR
command is subjected to upper and lower rate limits that vary as a function
of EPR and the direction EPR is moving in. A table of look up functions
is used to compute engine thrust from the value of EPR, i.e., 0T = f(EPR).
The model for throttle becomes,
(17)
(18)
The value of a is the steady state relationship between throttle position
and the EPR command for the nominal flight conditions. The value for ~ is
chosen so that the resulting throttle control system design behaves well
in nonlinear simulations. The ~ value was varied from 0.2 to 2.0 seconds,
with the later value becoming the one used in the outer-loop design model.
The parameter, b, is the perturbation linear relationship between EPR and
°T'
The linear model for elevator is straightfon~ard and given by,
-23.23 60
e
+ 2.0779 60 EC
10.76
1.0 + 0.0023 q 60e
(19)
(20)
The model includes the effect of cable stretch. The position of elevator
drives the stabilator. If elevator moves above a certain computed value
and remains there for a length of time, (1.2 sec), the stabilator moves in
a direction which causes elevator trim to return to a neutral position.
Stabilator moves at a constant rate of ± 0.03 deg/sec or ± 0.18 deg/sec
depending on the flap position. Stabilator serves as a trimming device and
a linear model is not necessary for analysis and design. Flaps are simi-
larly used for trimming purposes at low speeds (see Appendix B) and a linear
model is not necessary for analysis and design.
D. INNER-LOOP CONTROL SYSTEM
The inner-loop control system block diagrams, reported in a preliminary
version in Ref. 12, are shown in Figs. 2 to 5. After an analysis of the
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inner-loop designs and their interaction with modern control outer-loop
structures, a number of deletions were made to arrive at a desirable inner-
loop system.
All of the control loops in the autothrottle block diagram shown in
Fig. 4 were eliminated. The VTAS and VGS feedback loop at lower left in
Fig. 4 is a wind shear detection system used to advance or retard throttle
in wind shears. The EPR protection system in the upper part of the figure
is used to keep EPR below the maximum value MXEPR - 0.10. The haversin
washout roll function in the upper left part of the figure is used to
advance throttle during turn initiation.
The output feedback outer-loop counter part to the EPR protection
system is the upper limit placed on the throttle command as a function of
EPR as shown in Appendix B. The response of the output feedback outer-
loop control system to wind shear is shown in Section IV F. The simu-
lations indicate that the integrated approach to auto throttle design,
whereby all feedback loops (such as height error, pitch attitude error,
height integral error, etc.) are feedback to throttle, causes autothrottle
to react appropriately during severe atmospheric conditions. The roll
crossfeed to throttle in Fig. 4 is not used and airspeed loss in a turn
is not particularly noticeable.
All inner-loop elements for the elevator control system in Fig. 5
are retained except for the integrator feedback through the k24 gain. The
outer-loop control system uses integral feedback directly on the outer-loop
tracking errors. Washed-out pitch rate and vertical acceleration feedback
in the inner-loop damp the short period mode. Roll squared feedback im-
proves vertical height tracking in turns. The outer-loop control system
uses individual gain scheduling as a function of CAS as well as retaining
the inner-loop gain schedule shown in Fig. 5.
Roll rate feedback and the gain schedule shown in Fig. 2 are also
retained in the aileron/spoiler inner-loop control system. Roll rate feed-
back damps the roll mode response of the aircraft. The roll angle tracking
loop in Fig. 2 is deleted from the inner-loop control system. Roll angle
tracking error is used directly in the outer-loop integral feedback expres-
sion. The yaw damper inner-loop control system for rudder is shown in Fig.
3. The washed-out yaw rate signal has authority to ± 4 deg and serves to
damp the Dutch roll mode. The yaw damper is retained in the inner-loop
control system.
Linear continuous-time models for the inner-loop control systems can
be directly inferred from the block diagrams as follows:
Throttle:
(21)
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Elevator:
(22)
[
-1.0/k28
0.0
+ [-1. 0/k28
0.0
(23)
Aileron/Spoiler:
Rudder:
(24)
(25)
(26)
[
-1. 0/k42
0.0
(6.r + 6.V )
r
(27)
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Combining the inner-loop control system sUbsystems yields
(28)
The inner-loop discrete-time representation used in Appendix B is determined
using Eqs. 39, 40 and 41 in conjunction with Eq. 28.
E. OUTER-LOOP COMPLEMENTARY FILTERS
Outer-loop filters are used to suppress sensor measurement noise and
can be included in the control system design model using the limited state
feedback approach. Flight tests results in Ref. 4 indicate that the vertical
height complementary filter has a significant effect on closed-loop stability
of the longitudinal control system. The complementary filter combines a .
vertical height position measurement with onboard body-axis accelerometer
measurements to provide a smooth estimate of vertical position and vertical
velocity. A discussion of the filter structure and design is given in Refs. 4
and 5. The discrete-time version of the third-order complementary filter
used in the longitudinal outer-loop control system is
Update:
'" '"h(+) h (-) 0.004
:-. h(-) [~EAS - h(-\] (29)h(+) + 0.016
'" '"b(+) k b (-) k -0.000475 k
Propagate:
'"h(- ) 1 lit 0 h(+) lIt/2
:-. :-.
[ ~,k - bk (+)]h(- ) 0 1 0 h(+) + lit (30)
b(-) '"k+l 0 0 1 b (+) k 0
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The digital filter operates at 20 iterations per second. The state,
b, is an estimate of accelerometer bias. The local-level accelerometer
measurement is corrected for gravity to obtain ah.
Simi1iar filters are used to compute the horizontal x and y position
of the aircraft. Flight tests in Ref. 6 indicate that including the comple-
mentary filter for y in the lateral dynamic model is not necessary. The
position complementary filter is not included in the lateral model for the
outer-loop control design.
The accelerometer bias estimator dynamics have little effect on the
outer-loop control system. The bias state is rteg1ected when the digital
filter is expressed in analog form for inclusion in the outer-loop
continuous-time design model. The analog for~ is
[
-0.8
-.32
A
I. 0] [: ] + [0.8 ] h
m
+ [ 0.01 ah
0.0 h 0.32 1.0
(31)
F. DISCRETE REPRESENTATION
Combining the linear models for the aircraft, actuators, gusts,
outer-loop filters and inner-loop control system yields the outer-loop
control system design model,
8.x = Mx + B8.u + E8.w
The states in the longitudinal and lateral-directional design models are
Longitudinal:
[tm 8.u]
e t
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
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Lateral-Directional:
[6v 6p 6r 6¢ M;, 6c M M M 61' 6rTTO 6T: v 1 v 2]a s r ~ g g
[6u 6u]
a r
[6\1 6\1 6n]p r v
The method used to represent the plant for direct digital design of
the outer-loop control system is to assume the control, 6~, is constant
over the sampling interval, 6t; resulting in the plant representation;
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
The matrices in Eq. 39 are obtained from
A6t
e (40)
f (41)
1M Aso e E~(s)ds (42)
It is not necessary to know fw and 6~ in Eq. 39. Only the mean and
covariance of the Gaussian white noise vector; fw6~k, are required for
design.
Equation 39 is an exact discrete representation of the plant if the
inner-loop control system and outer-loop filter are implemented as analog
networks. The inner-loop control system and outer-loop filter are imple-
mented digitally, hence, Eq. 39 is not an exact representation of the plant
dynamics. If the outer-loop control system is designed at a slow rate (5
sps is used in Chapter V) and the inner-loop control system and outer-loop
filter were modeled correctly, the control synthesis model would become multi-
rate. Techniques for handling optimal, multirate, multivariable control
synthesis have been determined in Ref. 13, but are outside the scope of this
work. The single-rate plant model representation in Eq. 39 proved to be ade-
quate for outer-loop control synthesis for either 20 sps or 5, sps outer-loop
operation.
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In Ref. 12, step response comparisons are made between Eq. 39, a linear
time-invariant model, and a nonlinear simulation of the commerical jet trans-
port dynamics with the correct discrete implementation of the inner-loop
control systems. A summary of the comparisons follows:
Elevator:
Rudder
Aileron/
Spoiler :
Throttle:
Good match in both actuator and inner-lo~p dynamics.
Good match in both actuator and inner-loop dynamics.
Adequate match which deteriorates as the control input
step size increases. Highly nonlinear behavior of the
aileron/spoiler actuators and vehicle aerodynamics is
the likely cause of the problem.
Poor match due to the highly nonlinear behavior of the
engine dynamics.
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III. DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
This chapter presents a brief derivation of the linear part of the
digital flight control system. The derivation is accomplished by formu-
lating a tracking problem embedded in a limited state feedback, sampled-
data regulator problem; then converting the limited state feedback/feed-
forward optimal solution to a final implementable structure. A full
state feedback derivation of the outer-loop control structure used in
this report is presented in Ref. 4. The modifications needed for limited
state feedback are shown in the following sections.
A. OUTER-LOOP TRACKING
The tracking problem is formulated in Chapter I as a model following
problem. The control law must cause the output of the linear aircraft model
to optimally track the output of a linearized command model
(43)
fI;,k+1
fI.Ym k,
(44)
(45)
at the equally spaced sample times tk. The number of commands in Eq. 45
is assumed to be equal to the number of aircraft controls used for tracking
purposes.
The command model input, fI~, is assumed to be constant previous to tk=O,
changes at tk=O, then remains constant thereafter. The fI~ a&sumption results
in excellent control system performance in implementation when fI~m is allowed
to vary slowly or intermittently. Each change in fI~ is viewed as a new
initial condition.
When flYk equals flYm,k' the plant states and controls follow a trajectory,
fI~~ and fI~ which satisfy the equation, (Refs. 7, 4 and 8).
(46)
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The feed forward matrices, Aij , satisfy the solvable matrix algebraic equation
(47)
The algebraic equation has a solution when the plant. has no transmission
zeroes at one and no plant transmission zero equals a command model eigen-
value. The trajectory in Eq. 46 is not actually generated when the control
law is implemented, but is useful in constructing the quadratic cost
function and the u feedforward gain in the next section.
m
B. PROPORTIONAL-INTEGRAL-FILTER CONTROL LAW
The control law is synthesized using the mathematical model of pertur-
bation aircraft motion shown in Eq. 32. The perturbation state vector of
the linear time-invariant model is further augmented to contain the pertur-
bation control and is driven by the control rate. The control position and
the control rate are both weighted in the linear quadratic cost function.
Control rate weighting affects the discrete plant representation so
that the discrete control system is synthesized to use one-step delayed
sensor state information. The result is that a one sample period compu-
tation delay is accommodated by the control law. Integral states are also
augmented to the state vector to operate on the error between the aircraft
states, 6y, and the command generator output 6Ym. The integral states
cause 6y to track a constant 6Ym in steady state if: 1) the control system
is stable, 2) the integrator gain is invertible, and 3) the discrete plant
has no transmission zeroes at 1.0 (i.e., the plant quad partition matrix
in Eq. 47 is invertible).
Assuming that the control, 6u, the control difference, 6v, and the
Euler implemented integrator states, 6~, are constant over a sampling
interval, 6t, the discrete plant representation becomes:
6u
k+1
= (48)
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¢ is the state transition matrix and r is the control effect matrix. The
matrices Hand D determine the aircraft output that is integrated to pro-
duce the control law's Type 1 property.
The tracking objective of the control law is introduced into the
design by defining the variables
liu = liu - liu*
-k -k (49)
(50)
liE, - liE,*
-k -k li~T ]
-k
(51a,b)
and the discrete cost function
The cost function weighting matrices are determined by first specifying a
continuous cost function for the continues plant model augmented with
li~ and lil; then converting to the equivalent discrete form which accounts
for vehicle behavior between iterations.
The states that are available for feedback are represented as
(52)
C liik
-------
....-.-.-....
li~1EAS C a a lix li~k
liu a I a liu + a (53)
~
liE, k a a I liE, k a
The states observed from the aircraft model are corrupted by white Gaussian
measurement noise ~k with covariance, V. The control internal states li~
and liE, are noise free. The class of control laws considered are restricted
to be of the form
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K
~
-[Ky Ku K~] ~iMEAs1
~u
~1 k
(54)
The necessary conditions for the feedback gain in Eq. 54 to be optimal are
in the next section. The derivation from Eq. 54, to the implementable con-
trol equations is the same as in Ref. 4, except for the computation of ~~.
The star trajectory for ~~ is derived in Eqs. 74 to 77. Using ~~ as de-
fined in Eq. 76, the implementable equations for the control law are
~k = ~k-l + ~t ~k-l + A21(~,k - ~,k-l) (55)
~k-l = YMFAS,k-1 - C All ~,k-l (56)
~k-l (I - ~t Ku) ~k-2 - Ky (~-l - ~-2) - ~t K~(~_2 - .Ym,k-2)
K
urn
-------+ (K~ A + Ky C Al2 + Ku A22)(~,k - ~,k-l) (57)
The perturbation variables and trim variables have been eliminated in the
above control law expression in incremental form, using a large number of
substitutions and cancellations.
The gain, Kum ' which feeds forward the command generator forcing function
increment, is a linear combination of feedback, feed forward and Liapunov
solution matrices. The effect of Kum is to improve the transient response
of the outer-loop control system by changing closed-loop system zeroes with-
out affecting closed-loop poles. The A21 feedforward gain in Eq. 55 is zero
for the curved path command generator models used in this report. Ky is
the limited state feedback gain which primarily stabilizes the outer-loop
aircraft dynamics. K~ is the integrator gain and I-~tKu is the control fil-
ter gain.
C. OPTIMAL OUTPUT FEEDBACK
For the plant dynamics shown in Eq. 48, the feedback gain constraint
shown in Eq. 54 and the following conditions:
o (58 a, b)
(59 a,b)
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x
o (60)
o (61)
the cost function in Eq. 52 can be modified as follows, (Ref. 1),
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
The notation tr denotes the trace of a matrix. J t is the transient cost with
noise sources set to zero while J s is the average stochastic cost. The trade-
off between J t and J s is accomplished by varying XG with respect to W. The·
effect of Xo is like adding pseudo process noise to the plant to improve con-
trol system robustness. The benefits of using Eq. 62 as the cost function
are discussed further in Ref. 1 and Ref. 14.
The matrix, P,in Eq. 65, satisfies the Riccati-1ike equation
P (66)
¢CL is the stable closed-loop plant matrix,
r K C (67)
The necessary conditions for J(K) to have a minimum, are derived in Ref. 1.
The necessary conditions are:
-
• The gain K must satisfy
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where
(68)
S (69)
A gain which satisfies the necessary condition is not necessarily unique.
Sufficient conditions for the existence of a gain K which minimizes
J(K), with Mthe zero matrix, are derived in Ref. 1. The existence con-
ditions are:
• There must exist a gain K so that ¢CL is stable.
• (70 a,b)
•
•
for some scalar £ > 0
for some scalar £ > 0
(71)
(72)
The existence conditions can be violated and an optimal gain may still exist.
In Ref. 4, ~~~ in Eq. 5la, is determined by minimizing the performance
index after the full state feedback optimal gains are determined, i.e.,
(73)
Pf is the full state feedback Riccati equation solution. The minimum cost
for output feedback is expressed differently from Eq. 73 as shown in Eq. 65.
If a feedback gain is suboptimal with respect to full state feedback, the
suboptimal cost, JS(~_l) is given by,
(74)
where P is the unique, symmetric, and positive definite solution of the
Lyapunov equation
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P (75)
Note that P and P ~n Eq. 66 are equal. The value for 61* can be determined
exactly as in Ref. 4, using P. The 61* equation derived in Ref. 4 is given by
6[,*
-k
where
[0 A][;,k ]
~,k+l
(76)
The partitions P~n P ~, P ~ of P in Eq. 77 match the partitions of 6x in
Eq. 5lb. "'''' x", u",
D. WAYPOINT PATH CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY
(77)
The procedure for constructing a desired path consisting of great
circles connected by arcs of circles, fixed on the surface of a rotating
spherical earth, and rotating with the earth, is presented in Ref. 9. In
this section, the input data needed to construct the path and,the output data
the path generates are summarized.
If N is the number of waypoints (N must be at least three), then at
each waypoint the following is supplied,
A(I) longitude in degrees
0(1) latitude in degrees
h(I) altitude in meters
CAS (I) airspeed in meters/sec
I 1, N
At each interior waypoint, the following is needed
(78)
(79)
(80)
(81)
~(I) radius of the turn (meters) (82)
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I 1, N-2
Quoting from Ref. 9, "The path is constructed by sequentially connecting
each pair of waypoints by a great circle arc on the surface of the earth.
At each interior waypoint, a circle is constructed by the intersection
of a circular cone from the center of the earth to the surface of the earth.
The radius of the circular conical base is taken to be the input turn
radius at that interior ~aypoint. The center of the cone is chosen so that
the circle is tangent to both the incoming great circle and the outgoing
great circle".
The initial and final waypoints as well as each interior middle-of-the-
turn waypoints are assigned a desired altitude and airspeed from Eqs. 80
and 81. The gradient in altitude and airspeed over each segment is
determined by dividing the difference in altitude or airspeed by the ground
track distance. Altitude and airspeed commands are smooth ramps between
desired values.
After the path is constructed and the aircraft ts flying the path, the
following RNAV guidance parameters are generated,
- - - - t:"c
- - - - - - - - - t:,,~
- - - - - - - - RL
- - - - TL .
- hc,hc
- CASt
- - 'Yc
¢c
Cross track error
Track angle error
Distance to go to the end of the leg
Time to go to the end of the leg
Desired altitude and altitude rate - - - -
Desired airspeed - - - -
Desired flight path angle
Desired bank angle in the turn - - - -
The bank angle command is switched to the value it should have in the
turn as soon as the time to go to the great~circle is less than the bank
command divided by the maximum bank rate, ¢MAx. At the end of the turn,
the bank command is returned to zero when the time to go is less than the
time to return the bank angle to zero at the maximum bank rate. Anticipatory
bank angle commands decrease the cross track error.
The information in the waypoint commands shown above is used to develop
the command models and the command errors in ;the next section. In the lateral
dynamics, only command errors are available, t:"c and t:,,~, while in the longitudinal
dynamics, absolute command values are available, hc and CASco
E. LONGITUDINAL COMMAND MODEL CONTROL SYSTEM
The outer-loop control system uses a command model which is regulated
by a non-linear command model control system. lfuen the outer-loop control
system is engaged, the internal states in the command model are initialized
to the aircraft states. After initialization, the control law follows
state trajectories generated by the command model. The command model con-
trol system is designed simultaneously with the feedbackjfeedforward gains
in Eq. 57 to provide good ride quality and command limiting.
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The longitudinal command model uses a double integration of vertical
acceleration to generate the vertical path trajectory. The CAS trajectory
is one integration of forward acceleration,
h 1.0 lit 0 h l1t
2 /2 0
m m
. .. [::S]h 0 1.0 0 h + l1t 0 (83)m m
CAS 0 0 1.0 CAS 0 Lt
m k-l
m k m k-l
The command model controls are computed using
(h - h )
kc:J
c m
[00] [hm kh kfi
cAs
m
k~ 0 (h - h ) (84)c m0
(CAS - CAS )
c m k
The variables with the c subscript are the commands from the waypoint path
generator. The command model controls are magnitude limited to acceptable
values Ihml ~ h}~, ICASml ~ CASMAX. Flight tests of a similiar vertical
command model in Ref. 4 provided values shown in Table 2 for kh, kfi and
the acceleration magnitude limits that pilots favor. All of the equations
for the command model control system are shown in Appendix B.
The outer-loop control system detects if the command model is initial-
ized away from the desired path and internally chooses a vertical velocity
command, hc=2.53 mls (8.3 fps), to return to the path. The linear model
version of Eq. 83 is used in Eq. 44. The linear model controls are assumed
to be hm and CASm as discussed in Ref. 4.
The construction of the command error, Y-Ym' fundamentally affects the
control system feedback robustness properties as well as the closed-loop
plant transient response to commands and disturbances. A generic longitiudinal
command error of the form
(85)
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was investigated. If kl=l.O, k2=0.0, and k3=1.0/2g, for example, the longi-
tudinal control system causes h to track hm and CAS to track CASm, but energy
error and CAS error are the quantities regulated in the control system during
transients. A number of combinations of kl' k2' and k3 were investigated.
Three designs were completed and are candidates for flight testing:
LON1: k 1 = 1. 0, k2 0.1, k 3 = 0.0
LON2: k 1 = 1. 0, k2 10.0, k3 0.0
LON3: k 1 1. 0, k2 20.0, k3 0.1
The results in Chapters IV, V and !VI make comparisons between the different
longitudinal command error designs.
F. LATERAL COMMAND MODEL CONTROL SYSTEM
The lateral command model operates differently from the longitudinal
command model because of the different commands generated by the path
guidance system in Section III D. The command model is used to STIloothly
capture the horizontal path when the system is engaged. After capture,
the command model states are essentially zero and the command model cal-
culations are deactivated. The command model uses the dynamical relation-
ship between lateral position and velocity heading and the relationship
between heading and roll angle for a coordinated turn, Ref. 15,
~s ~s k + ~t g tan¢ k
m,k+1 m, VGS k m,,
(86)
(87)
(88)
The model control is ¢m' The linear model used in Eq. 44 is a linearized
version of Eqs. 86 and 87 for straight-and-level flight. The linear model
control is ¢m' The variable g is gravity. The variable VGS is ground speed.
The control system for the nonlinear command model is
• V~ k = -k ~c k -(k
s
GS)~s k~m, c m m
, 150'
(89)
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The gain feeding back 6sm varies as a function of ground speed in an attempt
to keep the command model closed-loop system eigenvalues invariant with
respect to changing VGS ' The roll rate is limited to a maximum value,
If the aircraft is close to the desired path, i. e., 16cl ~ 900m or
16s1 ~ 30 deg, the control system uses a maximum bank angle, ¢MAX1' to
turn. If the aircraft is far from the desired path, a new bank angle
maximum is calculated to ensure that the capture can be performed without
over-shooting the path,
(90)
¢l-1AX2
(91)
Equation 91 is determined by integrated Eqs. 86 to 88 for the constant
bank angle that results in 6c=0 from some initial condition 6so and
6~o' For safety reasons, ¢MAX2 cannot exceed an absolute maximum bank
angle ¢MAx3' The values for ¢MAXI and ¢MAX3 are shown in Table 2. If
the intercept angle 6so exceeds 30 deg, the command model control system
is activated only when the roll rate command causes the bank angle to roll
away from the horizontal path, i. e., ¢m k 6s ~ 0.0 ; a capture feature
pilots favor. '
The command model shown in Eqs. 86 to 88 was flight tested and the re-
sults are reported in Ref. 4. Three different command errors were flight
tested
LOCI
LOC2
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24< - .Ym, k
[
¢k ] - [1. 0 0.0]
0r,k ak 1.0 [k4(A'k-A'm'k~k5(A€k-ACm'k);mr,k
(92)
(93)
LOC3
[:k ] - [1.0
r,k ~
(94)
Yaw angle, ~, was used in Ref. 4, insteadof6~ but the conclusions and
operations are essentially the same because sideslip is usually zero and
the angle of attack is small.
In LOCI, the objective of the aileron and rudder is to null roll angle
and cross track errors. The control system will track a straight horizontal
path wings level. LOC2 uses the philosophy of a three tiered nested ap-
proach commonly used in commerical autopilots. A wings leveler, which
causes the error ¢k - ¢m,k to be zero, can be upgraded to a track angle hold
autopilot by replacing the roll command with a track angle error command,
¢k - k4(~sk-~sm,k). The track hold autopilot can be upgraded to a cross
track autopilot by replacing ~sm,k with cross track error as shown in Eg. 93.
The parameter ak is a roll command to rudder command crossfeed gain and
is used to change rudder trim position in a turn so that the steady-state
sideslip angle is zero. If ak is zero, then commanding steady state rudder
position to a trim value, omr, as shown in Eg. 93 operates much like a yaw
damper. The rudder is used to stabilize the aircraft, and damp Dutch roll
in the transients; but is forced back to omr in steady state. LOC2 is sim-
iliar in philosophy to a localizer autopilot discussed in Ref. 2. In LOC3,
only the cross track error is used to command the bank angle. The omr command
in Eg. 93 and Eg. 94 can be either programmed in software or the measure
value of rudder at control system engage can be used.
The flight tests in Ref. 4 clearly showed, that from a capture and
track viewpoint, LOC3 is the better all around design. LOC3 is used for
the outer-loop lateral control system in this report but with the following
modification
(95)
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The known value for the roll command from the waypoint guidance
system is included in the command error equation. Two different lateral
control designs were investigated and are candidates for flight testing.
LAT!: k 7 0.5
LAT2: k 7 1.0
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IV. CONTROL DESIGN AND NONLINEAR SIMULATIONS
This chapter presents the control system design parameters and some of
the closed-loop simulation evaluations. There are three different designs for
the longitudinal dynamics: LONI, LON2 and LON3 as discussed in Chapter III.
LONI and LON2 are designed using 5 and 20 samples per second. LON3 is de-
signed using 5 sps for a total of five longitudinal control system options.
There are two different designs for the lateral dynamics: LATI and LAT2.
LATI is designed using 5 and 20 samples per second and LAT2 is designed
using 5 sps for a total of three lateral control system options.
LONI is a hierarchical design. First the elevator control loop is de-
signed using the height error integrator. The elevator loop is closed, then
the throttle loop is designed using the CAS error integrator. The height
error integrator is not fed back to throttle and the CAS error integrator is
not fed back to elevator. Elevator has a higher bandwidth than throttle and
the control system can be considered to have vertical path error priority
over airspeed error. During maneuvers, the throttle sometimes saturates and
the control system must stabilize the vehicle using only elevator. The
hierarchical approach guarantees that the control system is stable when
throttle saturates.
LON2 is an integrated design. Throttle and elevator are designed simul-
taneously using the multivariable plant model. Both Type I integrators have
feedback paths to both control effectors. When throttle saturates, there is
no guarantee that the remaining elevator control loop is stable. Numerical
tests for stability are necessary using closed-loop eigenvalues. The single
elevator control loop achieves closed-loop stability throughout the aircraft's
design flight conditions. The LON2 control system has neither path error or
airspeed error dominating control priority.
LON3 is also an integrated design. As shown in Chapter III, airspeed
error appears in both integrators. The control system is considered to have
airspeed error priority over path error priority. Chapter V indicates that
LON3 has slightly better stability margins than LON2 and LONI. This chapter
shows that LON3 also has better simulation performance.
LATI and LAT2 are integrated designs. A hierarchical design for the
lateral dynamics proved to be a poor approach. The hierarchical approach
had difficulty in determining control gains which yielded a coordinated
turn in simulation. LAT2 is included primarily to have at least two control
options for comparison purposes. Chapter V indicates that LATI has better
stability margins than LAT2. This chapter shows LATI also has better simula-
tion performance.
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The 20 iterations per second nonlinear simulation of the aircraft in-
cludes 6 degree of freedom motion for the aircraft, nonlinear actuator
dynamics, sensor models, wind shear models and random noise generators. The
nonlinear simulation uses aerodynamic forces generated using the stability
derivatives of the ATOPS B-737 aircraft. When the outer-loop control system
operates at 5 sps, the control effector command can be released at any 1/20
sec interval within the 1/5 sec sampling interval. (NMUCATI and NMUCOTI in
Appendix B are subroutine inputs that control the command release time
period). Releasing the control effector command early within the 1/5 sec
control cycle does not seem to improve control performance significantly
and is not further discussed. The control command is released as designed,
at the end of the control sampling interval for all the simulations in this
report.
A. OUTPUT FEEDBACK AND DESIGN VALUES
In this section, the states in the plant model and the output vector
used for feedback are presented for each longitudinal design:
LONl: FIRST LOOP-ELEVATOR
6xT = [6u 6w 6q 68 6z 60
e
6u = 6v
e
'"[68 6h 6h 6~ 6u
e
6~hl]
SECOND LOOP-THROTTLE
6u = 6v
t
6h 6h u w 1 w 2]g g g
The integrator states, ;hl and ;CAS' using Eq. 85 can be expressed in con-
tinuous time as,
(96)
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~CAS =~ (CAS - CASm) dt (97)
The observations used for feedback in the elevator loop are pitch attitude,
the complementary filter outputs, filtered vertical acceleration, control
command position and the height integrator. The feedback paths in the
throttle loop are CAS, pitch attitude, control command position and the CAS
integrator. From a control design viewpoint, pitch attitude provides the
throttle control system with lead information concerning the movement of
elevator and aircraft height.
LON2: ELEVATOR AND THROTTLE
6xT
A A A ~
[6u 6w 6q 68 6z 60
e
6EPR 6ah 6qWO 6u 6u 6~h2 6~CAS 6h Ah 6u 6Wg1 6Wg2 ]e t g
T [6v 6V
t
]6u =
e
6yT [6CAS 68 6h 6h
A
6ah 6u 6ut 6~h2 6~CAS]e
f .~h2 {(h - h ) + 10.0(h h )} dtm m
LON3: ELEVATOR AND THROTTLE
6XT [6u 6w 6q 68 6z 60
e
6EPR 6~h A A A6Q\\10 6u 6U t 6~h3 6~CAS 6h 6h 6u 6Wg1 6Wg2 ]e g
6uT [6v 6Vt ]e
.
6yT
A A
[6CAS 68 6h 6h 6ah 6u 6u 6~h3 6~CAS]e t
~h3 ~ {(h h ) + 20.0(h 11 ) + O.1(CAS2 - CAS2)} dtm m m
The different integrators in LON2 and LON3 are determined as in LON1
using Eq. 85. The observations used for feedback in LON2 and LON3 are the
combination of the LONI observation vectors. Throttle and elevator have
access to the same sensor information feedback paths in LON2 and LON3.
The design of the control system is achieved by choosing the elements
in the 'matrices Q, R, Xo ' Wand V iteratively until the control system has
desired closed-loop properties. The elements in W, the process noise covar-
iance matrix, and V, the measurement noise covariance matrix, are predeter-
mined from the values shown in Table 1 and Table 3. All internal control
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states, such as an integrator state, have zero measurement noise. Iterative
adjustments are made to Q, R, and Xo until one set of numbers could be used
for all three longitudinal control designs at all eight design flight con-
ditions.
The design parameters for the longitudinal control systems are shown in
Table 4. The large initial condition values for Xo dominate over the process
noise covariance matrix W, when the two matrices are added in Eq. 69. The
large initial condition values for the control states are useful in increasing
frequency domain stability margins as discussed in Refs. 14 and 10.
The states in the plant model and the output vector for each lateral
design are presented next.
LATl: AILERON AND RUDDER
6xT [6v 6p 6r 6¢ 6s 6c 60
a
60
r
6p 6rWO 6~ 6ua 6ur 6~cl 6~rl 6Vgl 6Vg2 ]
~cl =1 {¢- ¢c - ¢ - 0.5(6c - 6c ) dtm m
~rl =1 {Or -
°
- a(¢ + ¢ + 0.5(6c - 6c ))} dt
rm c m· m
LAT2: AILERON AND RUDDER
6xT [6v 6p 6r 6¢ 6s r. r.6c M M 6p 6rWO 6r 6u 6u M;c2 ll~r2 6Vgl 6v 2]a r a r g
6uT [6v 6v ]
a r
/iyT =[!5.¢ 6[, 6c 6u 6u 6~c2 6~r2]a r
sc2 = f {¢- ¢ - ¢ - (6c - llc )} dtc m m
~r2 =/ {or -
°
- a(¢ + ¢ + 6c - 6c )} dt
rm c m m
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The observations used for feedback in the lateral control loops are roll
attitude, track angle error, cross track error, control command position
and the integrators.
The design parameters for all the lateral control systems are shown
in Table 5. The measurement noise for 6p and 6r are absorbed into the pro-
cess noise covariance when the inner loops are introduced into the aircraft
model. A large weight is placed on~v in an attempt to make the aircraft
bank-to-turn with little sideslip, i.e., a coordinated turn. A large weight
is placed on ~vr to keep the outer-loop command rudder rate small.
B. GAIN SCHEDULING AND CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES
The control laws are adapted to changing airspeed by scheduling their
gains as a function of CAS. Figure 6 shows the pitch LON3 optimal gain and
scheduled gain as a function of CAS. The abrupt change in the two gains in
Fig. 6 at 92.6 mls (180 kt), a trend evident in most of the other gains,
caused the gain schedule for all the gains to be computed in two groups.
One group uses the four design flight conditions 61.7 mls (120 kt), 69.4
mls (135 kt), 77.2 mls (150 kt), and 84.9 mls (165 kt) to find al and a2
in the scheduling equation
GAIN = al CAS + a2 (98)
The other group uses the four design flight conditions 92.6 mls (180 kt),
123.5 mls (240 kt), 138.9 mls (270 kt) and 154.3 mls (300 kt) and regression
analysis to determine a3 and a4 in
GAIN = a 3 CAS + a 4 (99)
The coefficients a1-a4 for all the control designs are given in Appendix A.
The correlation coefficient for more than eighty percent of the gains is
above 0.9.
The gains are updated in flight and simulation once every second. An
easy-on is used to transition the gains between updates,
(100)
The easy-on operates at the outer-loop sample rate. The parameter a in
Eq. 100 is 2.0. The easy-on is particularly useful during the 92.6 mls
(180 kt) gain transition point in CAS shown in Fig. 6.
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The stability characteristics of the closed-loop digital flight control
system are described by the eigenvalues of the closed-loop linear model
system matrix. The closed-loop linear model system matrix, ¢CL, is computed
as follows,
a C o
I
o
o
o
I
(101)
The degree of involvement of each state variables in each mode of motion is
identified by the corresponding eigenvectors of ¢CL' For discrete-time
systems, root locations within the "unit circle" indicate stability, but
these root locations are difficult to interpret. A useful method for evalu-
ating discrete root locations is to map them into an equivalent continuous-
time representation using natural logrithms.
Table 6 shows mapped closed-loop eigenvalues for each longitudinal and
lateral control design at one flight condition. The mode definition in
Table 6 is representative, since the table indicates that some complex modes
split and recombine with other modes as the control structure alters. The
column marked INNER-LOOP shows the plant eigenvalues before the outer-loop
control system is closed. The inner-loop control system stabilizes the
fast aircraft modes of motion (short period and Dutch roll) with good damping.
The outer-loop control system alters the short-period root locations, but
further increases the damping ratio to near critical damping (s=0.707). The
lateral outer-loop control system tends to destabilize the Dutch roll mode.
The different sampling rates used for the outer-loop designs (20 sps
and 5 sps) have a small effect on eigenvalue locations. In most cases, the
complex mode damping actually increases when the 5 sps design is compared
to the 20 sps design. The LON1 control design has complex eigenvalues
(associated with ~i;hl) with the poorest damping.
The effect of the gain schedule on closed-loop eigenvalue location is
small. There are differences but the scheduled gain closed-loop eigenvalues
remain close to their optimal counterparts with reasonable damping. The
LON3 control system has the best match between optimal and scheduled closed-
loop eigenvalues and is closely followed in eigenvalue match performance by
the LATI design. The LONI control system has the poorest match.
A demonstration of the effect of airspeed on closed-loop eigenvalues
is shown in Table 7. The real part of the Dutch roll mode remains almost
constant while the imaginary part decreases with velocity. Dutch roll
damping is increased as the natural frequency decreases with airspeed. The
damping of the short period mode, the task of the inner-loop control system,
is significantly decreased as velocity increases. The short period damping
reaches a value of 0.22 near 154 m/s.
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The inner-loop phugoid mode in Table 7 is stable below 84 mis, then
changes abruptly near 92 mls and becomes unstable as airspeed increases.
The gain scheduled outer-loop control systems stabilize the phugoid mode
with high damping as the airspeed changes from landing approach values to
high speed cruise velocities. In the LATI control syst~m, the cross track
mode is almost critically damped at low velocities as shown in Table 7.
Increasing airspeed causes the cross track mode natural frequency to de-
crease but the damping remains high (s>0.59).
C. ALTITUDE CAPTURE SIHULATION
The command model interface between the waypoint path generator and the
outer-loop control system allows the aircraft to be remote from the desired
path when the control system is engaged. When the aircraft is engaged above
the flight path, the command model establishes a path the aircraft follows
using a standard rate' of descent, 2.5 mls (8.3 ft/s), to capture the waypoint
path with no overshoot as depicted in Fig. 7.
Nonlinear six degree-of-freedom simulations of the three longitudinal
control systems operating at 5 sps for an altitude capture are shown in Fig.
8. The wind, measurement noise and gust disturbances are inactive in the
simulation. The captures are smooth with little overshoot. The lower damp-
ing of the modes in the LONI control system, as shown in Table 6, are evident
in the LON1 simulation for n. Maximum CAS deviations during the descent
are approximately 2 mls (-4 kts), for all three designs.
D. CAS CAPTURE SIMULATION
Changing the calibrated airspeed of the aircraft over a wide range is
an important test of the gain schedule part of the outer-loop control system.
Figure 9 shows each control system changing CAS from an initial value of
77.2 mls (150 kt) to 129 mls (250 kt) at an altitude of 305 m (1000 ft). The
initial CAS rate of change is limited to 0.76 m/s 2 • The CAS command model
control system causes the CAS response to have a smooth capture. Flaps
change position as a function of airspeed in Fig. 9 and is one source of
height error as airspeed increases. The other source of height error in Fig.
9 is the manner in which the different longitudinal outer-loop control systems
regulate potential and kinetic energy.
The airspeed increases faster if the aircraft is allowed to descend
slightly at the beginning of the maneuver. In other words, potential energy
is allowed to decrease initially to obtain a fast increase in kinetic energy.
The integrated designs, LON2 and LON3 both exhibit an initial loss in altitude
of approximately 25 m (- 80 ft). The LONI hierarchical design simulation on
the other hand, actually shows an initial increase in height at the beginning
of the simulation.
The LONI hierarchical design keeps total height variation small (10 m <
(- 30 ft <)) as airspeed increases. Airspeed responds slower, however, in the
LON1 hierarchical design approach. LON2 and LON3 require approximately 100
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sec to complete the CAS change while LONI requires 160 sec to perform the same
velocity maneuver. Smaller height variations with changing airspeed could be
made by LON2 and LON3 if the maximum rate of change of the command model CAS
command is reduced. The maximum rate of change of CAS is an input variable to
the control subroutine in Appendix B and has no effect on closed-loop stability.
An important transfer point in the CAS simulation occurs when CAS crosses
92.6 m/s (180 kt). SOme control gains change quickly in this region, but
little effect of the change is evident in the simulation.
The only noticeable CAS simulation difference between LON2 and LON3 occurs
in throttle. Throttle is smoother and settles faster in LON3 past 78 seconds
into the simulation.
E. HORIZONTAL PATH CAPTURE
A horizontal path capture is similiar to a localizer bean centerline
capture during a landing approach. Figure 10 shows the horizontal path
geometry. The aircraft is heading towards the desired path and the aircraft
control system is engaged approximately 5500 m (4 mi) from the path. The
nonlinear 6-DOF simulation for the LATI control system is shown in Fig. 11.
The command generator leaves the aircraft on course after computing the
desired maximum bank angle using Eq. 91 which captures the path in one
turning sequence. The command generator begins the turn when the command
generator control system indicates the aircraft should roll away from the
path. The coordinated turn is accomplished with a no overshoot capture.
F. WIND SHEAR SIMULATION
Wind shear has been recognized as a significant factor in commercial
transport accidents during takeoff and landing, (Ref. 16). The nonlinear
6-DOF simulation used to evaluate the control designs, contains the wind
shear/turbulence package developed by the Standard Research Institude, (SRI)
(Ref. 17). The control designs in this report are not specifically designed
to counteract wind shear and do not contain wind shear internal models for
estimation and disturbance accommodation. The effect of wind shear is an
important indication of the control systems performance, however, and simu-
lations are presented in this section for the three longitudinal control
designs.
One of the most severe wind shear models in the SRI package is Profile
D4, a high severity thunderstorm wind shear. The horizontal wind increases
from 0 to a 50 kt head wind initially, then rapidly changes to a 30 kt tail-
wind as the aircraft nears the touchdown point during landing. Coincident
with the change from a headwind to a tail wind, a vertical downdraft of 10
kt and of short duration, 15 sec, is also simulated as part of the shear
profile. Figure 12 shows the atmospheric condition which could generate
the Profile D4 wind shear. All three longitudinal control designs fly
successfully through the wind shear avoiding both stall and premature ground
interception.
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The effect of the wind shear for each longitudinal control design is
shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The aircraft is simulated progressing down a 3
deg glidelsope with wind gust and sensor measurement errors not activated.
The glides lope descent path changes to level flight 9 m (32 ft) above the
runway at approximately 125 secs into the simulation. The wind shear and
vertical downdraft occur between 110 and 120 seconds into the simulation.
LON3 exhibits the best, i.e., the smallest, path error response in
vertical height (± 12 m). LONl, the hierarchical design, has the largest
path error (23 m below - 44 m above the glideslope). LON2 operating at
20 sps, has the best CAS response, i.e., CAS stays above 59 mls (115 kt).
LONI experiences the worst CAS response but still avoids stall.
Throttle response for each control design is shown in Fig. 14. The
upper limit on throttle is a function of engine pressure ratio, EPR, and
the CAS error in the control integrator Y-Ym as shown in Appendix B. If
the CAS error is small, then the upper limit on throttle decreases from
60.0 deg (the physical maximum) at EPR = 1.2 to 42.0 deg when EPR = 1.85.
The throttle limits are determined using the steady state relationship
between EPR and throttle. The objective of the throttle limit is to keep
EPR below 1.85 under normal operating conditions. Keeping EPR below 1.85
is also the objective of the inner-loop autothrottle control system shown
in Fig. 4. If the CAS error is large (> 4.1 mls (8 kts)), EPR and throttle
for the outer-loop control design in this report are allowed to increase
as CAS error increases up to the physical maximums (60 deg for throttle).
The lower limit on throttle is increased from 0 at 131 mls to 10 deg at
101.8 mls to keep the engines from completely spooling down at low veloc-
ities.
In all four wind shear simulations, throttle increases to the 60 deg
limit at 20 sec into the simulations and EPR reached a value of -2.1 as
shown in Fig. 14. The control systems recognized the abnormal situation
and allowed throttle to reach full authority in order to reduce the command
errors. The 42 deg limit for throttle is activated for the LON3 (at 5 sps)
and LON2 (at 20 sps) control systems 135 sec into the simulations. The
CAS error for these two control designs is kept within tolerance values
during the 135 sec - 145 sec time period.
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V. FREQUENCY DOMAIN EVALUATION
The linear control systems designed in Chapters III and IV are eval-
uated in this chapter using frequency domain concepts. Frequency domain
evaluation is useful in judging control system performance when the plant
is subjected to various types of uncertainties. An excellant discussion of
these concepts is given in Ref. 10.
The evaluation in this chapter concentrates on the effect of additive
alterations at the input to the plant model. In Fig. 15, the plant loop
is broken at point i and the loop transfer function is computed as (with
L'lG(s) zero),
u (I + K(s)G(s»-l ~* (102)
In single-input, single-output plants, the performance objective is usually
viewed as observing how close K(s)G(s) evaluated at s=jW is to -1.0 as the
frequency, w, is varied over a frequency range of interest. The resulting
Bode gain/phase plot gives an indication of how close 1 + K(s)G(s) is to
being zero.
For multi-input, multi-output plants, Ref. 10 argues that one type of
performance evaluation for a closed-loop system is to compute how close the
return difference matrix, I + K(s)G(s), is to being singular using singular
values. The singular values are computed by substituting jw for sand
varying w in the return difference matrix, I + K(jW)G(jw), over a frequency
range of interest. A plot of the singular values of the complex matrix,
i.e., 0[1 + K(jw)G(jw)], is called a sigma plot. The singular values are
plotted in this report in units of dB using 20 log o. As 0 approaches 0,
the dB values approaches - CO .
Unlike Bode plots, a problem with sigma plots is that it is not clear
what constitutes a poor sigma plot, i.e., a less than satisfactory control
design. Recent publications, Refs. 18 and 19, have shown that sigma plots
tend to be conservative. If a sigma plot indicates a potentially poor design,
the actual performance of the control system, when physically realizable
uncertainties occur, is unclear. It is clear, however, that a "good" sigma
plot does result in a satisfactory control design. If the performance
characteristics of the full state feedback continuous-time linear quadratic
regulator (LQR) is judged as a potentially "good" design, the performance
characteristics are, Ref. 8, (with R = pI, P is a scalar).
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Q[I + ~QR(jWI-A)B] ~ 1 O~w<CO (103)
Expressed in dB, sigma plots above 0 dB indicate a good design while
sigma plots below 0 dB are potentially poor. In the single-input case,
sigma plots above 0 dB correspond to 60 deg of phase margin and infinite
gain margin.
Past research efforts in sigma plots have primarily concentrated on
continuous-time additive alterations, ~G(s) in Fig. 15, and multiplicative
alterations to continuous-time plants. The outer-loop control design in this
report is discrete. The discrete system counterpart to Fig. 15 and Eq. 102,
as discussed in Ref. 8, is determined using the z-transform. The loop
transfer function is computed as (with ~G(z) zero),
u = -1 *(I + K(z)G(z)) ~ (104)
The discrete system sigma plots in this report are computed by substituting
z = ejW~t into the discrete return difference matrix ++ K(z)G(~). Singular
values are computed using the complex matrix, I + K(eJw~t)G(eJw t), and
varying the frequency w. Hhat constitutes a "good" sigma plot for the
discrete-time systems is currently an open question. As the sampling time
approaches zero, it has been shown in Ref. 20 that the discrete-time
sampled-data linear quadratic regulator frequency domain properties approach
the continuous-time properties.
A. SINGULAR VALUES AND BODE PLOTS
This section compares outer-loop sigma plots and Bode plots for the con-
trol system designs. The comparisons are computed for the LON2 and LATI
outer-loop control systems operating at 5 sps and 77 m/s CAS. The point
where the control loop is broken for the outer-loop control design is shown
in Fig. lao The inner-loop control system, actuator dynamics and aircraft
dynamics are lumped together as the continuous-time plant. Sigma plots can
be determined at point i for the 5 sps and 20 sps control designs. If the
control loop is broken at the actuator input, the inner-loop control system
would have to be modeled as a discrete system and the control system would
be multirate when the outer-loop controller operates at 5 sps. Multirate
control evaluation using sigma plots is beyond the scope of this work.
Single loop Bode plots in this report are obtained by opening one con-
trol loop while leaving the other control loop closed and plotting gain and
phase of the scalar complex number K(ejw~t)G(ejw~t). A single loop singular
value plot is obtained by adding 1.0 to K(ejW~t)G(ejW~t) and plotting the
resulting complex number magnitude in dB. Breaking the throttle loop at
point i' for the LON2 outer-loop control system operating at 5 sps and 77
m/s CAS produces the sigma plot and Bode plot in Fig. 16. The smallest
value for Q is -2.7 dB at 0.2 rad/sec. At 0.2 rad/sec, the LON2 throttle
Bode plot has a gain of -7.3 dB and a phase of -138 deg. The LON2 throttle
phase margin is 57 deg and the gain margin is -18.5 dB, an excellent design.
The minimum singular value does not usually occur at the crossover frequency
as shown in Fig. 16. The LON2 control system's high gain feedback in the
low frequency range is caused by the integrators. The LON2 control system's
good roll off at high frequencies is caused by the ut filter in PIF.
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Breaking the loop at i' for the LATI rudder outer-loop control system
operating at 5 sps and 77 m/s CAS produces the sigma plot and Bode plot in
Fig. 17. The rudder command error integrator causes the control system to
"wash-out" low. frequency inputs to rudder. The smallest singular value is
-3.5 dB at 0.53 rad/sec. At 0.53 rad/sec, the LATI rudder Bode plot in Fig.
17 has a gain of -8.7 dB and a phase of -160 deg. The phase margins for
the LATI rudder loop are 174 deg and 93.1 deg. The gain margins for the
LATI rudder loop is -10 dB and -50 dB, all good single-input design values.
Breaking the loop at point i for the LON2 control system operating at
5 sps and 77 m/s produces the maximum and minimum singular value plots in
Fig. 18. The first minimum singular value, -3.0dBat 0.21 rad/sec, corre-
sponds to the single-input throttle minimum in-Fig. 16. The second minimum
singular value, -3.2 dB at 1.1 rad/sec, corresponds to the single-input ele-
vator minimum in Fig. 19. Overall, there is not a significant difference
between single-input sigma plots and multi-input sigma plots for the long-
itudinal control systems.
The lateral control system has a completely different conclusion.
Breaking the loop at i for the LAT2 control system operating at 5 sps and
77 m/s CAS produces the two singular value plots in Fig. 18. The minimum
singular value in Fig. l8b is 12.3 dB below either minimum single-input
singular value in Figs. 17 and 20. The minimum singular value of -17.3
dB at 0.44 rad/sec in Fig. lSb is a strong departure from the single-input
indications of control system robustness for aileron and rudder. Figure
18 is considered to be an example of the conservativeness inherent in
singular value analysis. Numerous quadratic weight adjustments did not
improve the minimum value in Fig. lSb significantly. The frequency of
the minimum singular value indicates the inner-loop control system is
actively involved in generating the result shown in the figure. Contrary
to Fig. l8b; nonlinear simulations, closed-loop eigenvalues and single-
input Bode plots all indicate that the lateral control system design has
acceptable performance.
B. EFFECT OF SAMPLE RATE
Two longitudinal control system configurations, LONI and LON2, and one
lateral control system, LATl, are designed at two sample rates, 20 sps and
5 sps. Figures 21 and 22 show the effect of different sample rates for
single loop breaks at point i'. The different sample rates have little
effect on LATI and LON2 control system gain as a function of frequency.
The different sample rates have a larger effect on the control system phase,
especially at high frequencies. The phase margin for the aileron loop
changes from 45 deg at 20 sps to 35 deg at 5 sps, a significant degradation.
The phase margin for the rudder loop changes from 100 deg to 90 deg. The
LON2 throttle loop shows no change in phase margin with sample rate. The
elevator loop phase margin degrades only 2.0 deg.
The multi-input singular value effects of different sample rates can be
observed by comparing Table 8 and Table 9 for the LON2 design and comparing
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the results in Table 10 for the LATI design. There is a 0.5 dB (approx-
imate) minimum singular value improvement using the higher sample rate for
LON2 (this corresponds to a 3.0 deg phase change). The singular value
improvement for LAT1 is 0.3 dB or less. Single-input Bode plots give a
better relative indication of control system performance degradation as the
sample rate decreases when compared to multi-input sigma plots for the con-
trol designs in this report.
C. EFFECT OF AIRSPEED
The primary effect of airspeed on the longitudinal designs is that
the control system low frequency stability properties improve with air-
speed. The increase is apparent when the minimum singular val~es are
compared in Tables 11, 8 and 12 for the LONl, LON2 and LON3 control sys-
tems, respectively. The high frequency stability properties degrade in
LONI and LON2 but remain fairly constant in LON3 as airspeed increases.
Another trend evident in the tables is that LON3 has better frequency
domain stability properties than LON2 and LON2 has better stability pro-
perties than LONI.
The single-input frequency response for the lateral designs indicate
that the stability properties improve with airspeed as shown in Tables 13
and 14. The minimum singular values in Table 10 for the multi-input sigma
plots indicate that the stability properties degrade with airspeed. The
single-loop frequency response is considered to be a better indication of
actual control system performance for the lateral outer-loop control de-
signs. The LATI control system stability properties in Table 13 are
better than the LAT2 control system stability properties in Table 14.
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VI . CURVED TRAJECTORY SIMULATION
The performance of the 3D RNAV control system described in the pre-
vious chapters is evaluated in this chapter along a complex curved tra-
jectory in the terminal area. Two versions of the nonlinear six degree
of freedom simulation along the curved trajectory are presented. The
first version has all external noise and disturbances deactivated. The
second version has all noise and disturbances (except for wind shear)
activated. The noise and disturbances include a steady wind of 10 kt
moving east to west, the sensor noise and bias errors shown in Table 3
and wind gusts from a Dryden model with a standard deviation of 0.3 m/s
(1.0 fps). The waypoints and the aircraft's initial trim conditions
are shown in Table 15. The horizontal curved trajectory generated by
the waypoints and the steady wind direction are shown in Fig. 23.
The curved trajectory begins with the aircraft flying straight and
level with the flaps fully extended at 40 deg. The aircraft rolls left,
flys level for a short time, then rolls right and enters a circular turn
with a 233 deg change in heading. During the first roll to the left, the
aircraft begins to descend at a steep rate, 7.2 m/s (23.6 ft/sec). The
trajectory of the aircraft is a descending spiral during the circular
turn part of the trajectory. After completing the 233 deg change in head-
ing, the aircraft, still descending, flys level for a short time, then
rolls left to line up with the runway center line. During the final turn,
the aircraft decreases the descent rate to 3.7 m/s (12.3 ft/sec). The
simulation is terminated at the point where an automatic landing control
system could complete the descent and land. The latitude and longitude
values in Table 15 correspond to Earth coordinates near the NASA Wallops
Flight Center.
A. LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS
The disturbance free simulations for the longitudinal dynamics are
shown in Figs. 24 to 26. The simulation begins with an initial condition
mismatch in commanded and actual CAS. The descent path is begun 25 seconds
into the simulation. The command model limits the vertical deceleration
and the aircraft descends to capture the path using aircraft accelerations
which ensure passenger comfort. The value used to limit h is an adjustable
input to the flight control system and has no effect on closed-loop sta-
bility. Increasing the maximum allowed value of h decreases the height
error. The maximum value of hmin in the command model is 0.457 m/s2 (1.5
ft/sec 2), The purposeful increase in height error caused by the accelera-
tion limit grows to between 70 and 80 m in Figs. 24 to 26. The error
hetween commanded and actual vertical velocity decreases to zero as the
simulation progresses. There is a slight etror of less than 10 m in the
height response because of the control system's Type 1 response. The con-
trol system decreases throttle during the descent to keep airspeed from
increasing.
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The changes in height and vertical velocity after 180 sec into the
simulation are caused by the rolling motions of the aircraft. A cross-
axis term which feeds back roll angle squared to elevator is used in the
control design and aids in decreasing height error during turns.
A comparison of the simulations indicate LON2 and LON3 are almost identi-
cal in performance. LONI has larger errors and less damping but overall, has
a smoother response. The 20 sps and 5 sps longitudinal control system designs
have similiar simulation performance. The 20 sps simulations are not presented.
In contrast, the 20 sps and 5 sps lateral designs exhibit a noticeable
difference as shown in Figs. 27 and 28. The 20 sps design is better
damped and has less cross track error (6 m vrs. 22 m). The commanded bank
angle changes to the desired value required in a turn 5 seconds pefore
the turn commences as discussed in Chapter III D. The turns are well
coordinated, i.e., steady-state sideslip is zero and steady turn cross
track error is zero. The maximum sideslip at turn entry is -1.0 deg.
The longitudinal curved trajectory simulations with all disturbances
activated are shown in Figs. 29 to 33. Elevator activity is kept at a
reasonable level. Throttle activity is low and nonoscillatory. Stochastic
performance, which is most clearly evident in the HDOT response, improves
from LONI to LON2 and further improves in LON3. The bias in the CAS
response is caused by the fact that the true aircraft CAS is plotted. The
control system causes measured CAS, which contains a bias, to follow
commanded CAS. Throttle activity for LONI is lower than either LON2 or
LON3.
The simulations for LON1 and LON2 operating at 20 sps are shown in
Figs. 32 and 33. Stochastic performance is improved when comparisons are
made with the 5 sps designs. Throttle activity is smoother and height error
is relatively flat during the descent. The aircraft response is quicker as
evidenced by the sharper pitch angle changes. It remains to be determined
if passengers can detect a difference between the same type of control system
operating at different rates.
B. LATERAL DYNAMICS
The lateral control design responses along the curved trajectory with
disturbances are shown in Figs. 34, 35 and 36. The steady wind causes the
aircraft dynamics in the simulation to initially trim the aircraft with a
nonzero track angle error but with a zero cross track error. The 20 sps
LATI design quickly drives the track angle error to zero. The steady
wind and gusts have little effect on the excellent simulation performance
of the LATI design at 20 sps.
The 5 sps design simulations for LATI and LAT2 in Figs. 34 and 36
have a slower response than the 20 sps LATI design and develop a larger
cross track error, (60 m verso 15 m). Differences between the 5 sps LATI
and 5 sps LAT2 outer-loop control designs are noticeable in the roll response
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and slideslip response. LATI has slightly larger slideslip excursions,
while LAT2 has a slightly larger roll overshoot. The cross track error
and track angle error simulations for LATI and LAT2 are essentially iden-
tical. Increasing the cross track error gain in the lateral integrator
for LAT2 does not reduce the cross track error response in transients. It
remains to be determined if aircraft passengers can detect differences be-
tween the two lateral control systems.
From the simulation runs, it is seen that the overall performance of
the outer-loop control systems starting from level flight to near the runway
is satisfactory. The simultaneous lateral and longitudinal maneuvers are
performed and completed with response consideration given to passenger com-
fort. There are no detrimental overshoots or oscillations in the presence
of steady winds and typical levels of atmospheric turbulence.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Conclusions
The conclusions of this study are:
• Outer-loop digital flight control systems can be successfully
designed and practically implemented using the synthesis theory
of optimal limited state feedback.
• Optimal limited state feedback allows a designer to explore a
variety of control structures and compensation elements in the
control loop.
• Integrated control designs, such as LON3 and LATI in the repovt,
have superior performance over the nested decentralized approach,
such as LONl, for identical quadratic weights.
• The outer-loop control system can operate at a very slow sample
rate (5 sps) with reasonable performance and stability margins.
The performance at the fast rate outer-loop designs (20 sps) is
better than the slow rate design, as expected, but pilot opinion
will have to be used to determine if the difference is noticeable
in flight.
• The structure used to form the integral error has a significant
effect on control performance. LON3 performed better than LON2
which performed better than LONI for identical cost functions.
The three longitudinal control systems primarily differed in the
way the integral error is constructed.
• The control system in simulation flies the airplane successfully
through severe wind shears near the terminal area.
• The gain-scheduled control system stabilizes the airplane in
simulation for the following individual variations in parameters
away from the design flight conditions:
• 3048 m (10,000 ft) to sea level
• 59 mls (115 kt) to 154 mls (300 kt)
• 0.2 to 0.3 cg
• 90,000 lb to 75,000 lb
• throttle saturated either full forward or zero
• rudder actuator failed
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• The use of multi-input sigma plots for relative evaluation of
control performance was unsatisfactory. A better indication of
relative control performance was provided by single-loop Bode
plots. The sigma plots were considered to be too conservative.
• The control system flies a curved trajectory in the terminal
area with high accuracy and good response to measurement noise,
gusts and steady winds.
B. Recommendations
• The performance of the lateral control system degrades with bank
angle, particularly past 35 deg. The maximum bank angle expected
in flight is 25 deg. Improvements could be made by identifying
the linear dynamics of the aircraft while the aircraft is banked
in the nonlinear simulation using readily available parameter
identification programs.
• An interesting use of the lateral command system is for the RNAV/
MLS transition problem reported in Ref. 8. The position estimate
of the aircraft changes abruptly when the MLS transmitters are in
range and the MLS measurements become available to the filters
onboard the aircraft. The change is caused by the increased accu-
racy of MLS versus RNAV. When the change is detected, the control
system can be reinitialized and the command model activated to
transfer the aircraft to the more highly accurate guidance path.
• A potentially better approach to gain scheduling is to bring the
selection of the regression coefficients directly into the control
design optimization process. Ies has developed an approach using
stochastic optimal limited state feedback which could perform the
optimization.
• Dynamic compensation and eigenvalue sensitivity analysis should
be incorporated in the cost function.
• Wind shear accommodation using the command generator tracker
should be used in the outer-loop control design.
• The energy probe, Ref. 20, should be investigated as a feedback
sensor.
• The design of the inner- and outer-loop should be integrated
using multirate optimal output feedback theory.
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Appendix A GAIN SCHEDULES
This appendix presents the regression coefficients for all the control
system gains. The appendix is a printout of the two FORTRAN subroutines
used to compute the lateral (LATGAIN) and the longitudinal (LONGSCH) gains.
LATGAIN and LONGSCH are called by the subroutines PIFLA~ and PIFLON dis-
cussed in Appendix B.
A.I LATGAIN
SUP;OUTINf lATf41NI VGS. lCHCSlA. GAINA
C ICHOSlA---------OETERMINES ~HICH SCHEOUAl TO U5E IN lATG4IN
C • 1 0.05 SEC 1.0PHI + 0.5Y DESIGN
C • 2 (\.20 SFC I.OPHI + 0.5Y OESIGN
C • 3 0.20 SEC 1.0PHI + 1.0Y DeSIGN
C VGS-------------A I P SPfED us ED FllP GA IN SCHfOl.lAl
C GAINA-----------DUTPIIT r.HN VFCTOR
DI~E~SION GAINAll1
~IMENSION PVl2AIIPI~ PClZAI181. PVl8A1181, PClAAIIAI,
4 PCl2911AI. PVlfAIIAI, PVl2A1181, PCl881181.
A PCl2CCIAI, PVleCClel. PVl2CC181. PCl8CIIAl
C
C
c
c
c
GAIN SET FOR ICHOSlA • 1 I un 20 SPS
AI
DnA PVl24 10.0000122, C.0001360. -0.0016'10, -0.001060,
4 -0.01530. 0.00712. -0.05050, 0.01815,
e -0.OOC'053~, 0.0003700,
C -O.OOC031~0,-0.000007I8,-C.OO1~6I0, -0.000~200,
0 0.C04550, 0.000231, 0.10700, 0.018201
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DATA peLZA 10.'12/>0. -0.027~0, 0.22500, 1.00031
A -1.410. -1.~?0. 0.2360. -1.6560,
8 -O.lM·, -0.016/,0,
C 0.003500, -0.0005'15, C.1340, 0.01560,
0 1.tee, -0.47'l0, -10.35, O.37Z01
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OAU PVl8A 10.OC010A(,O, 0.(\000'17&, -0.001 440, -0.000767CO,
A O.OOH~, 0.003520. -0.02620. 0.01'08,
8 0.C0012I'l. -0.0000221,
C 0.00C01l6., 0.0000070A3.0.0001'150, 0.0001518,
0 0.001370, 0.000231, 0.07008, -0.OO29'l"
1.4
DATA !'CL8A lo.eoo/>, -O.0?2'l0. o.16f>OO. 0.9420,
A -4.'lOeO. -0. P9?OO~ -3.8430. -O.'lHAO,
B -0.2002. 0.05237.
C -0.0036600 ,-0.003103, -0.1575, -0.09nO,
0 2.101, -0.~7'l. 1.1'l6CO. 4.61
C*"""'4""~"""~t,••••,.,""f"""tl""'~""""'t'"
c GA:~ 5~T FO; ICHOSlA • 2 I lAll 5 5PS
C At
DATA
A
B
C
o
PV~7n 10.OCG0073~. 0.C0047l. -0.002t5,
-o.CO'le~, 0.0063 0 , -0.05C'l,
-0.0003~5, 0.000177,
-0.0000418, -0.00000q~3.-0.0023e,
O.00~31, -O.OO~28. 0.08b~,
-O.OCJ3"A.
C.0123,
-0.00100,
0.01/;4 I
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C Ail
DATA
A
~
C
o
C A3
PClZA 10.70Z6,
~l.S:; __ ,
-c.n3 ,
(,.00607 ,
1.617,
-0.0904 ,
-1.328 ,
0.00t)87~,
-0.C03"" ,
0.36~ ,
0.453
0.431
o.1a3 ,
-8.573,
0.969 ,
-0.889 ,
,-0.00197 ,
-0.0345 ,
(lAU
I.
~
C
o
C H
PYl8P 10.0002~000, O.000~17
0.COZl1, 0.00303,
0.COOO~4Z, -0.0000"12,
0.000rZ97, 0.C00033
0.00Z62, o.OOlles,
0.0,
0.00906 •
, 0.0009995, 0.CCI10 ,
0.0621, -0.000962/
DATA
A
e
C
o
PCl88 10.6'03 ,
-3.66 ,
-0.1°7,
-0.00613
1.93 ,
-0.0803 ,
-0.7A3 •
0.01026,
,-0.01185 •
-0.565 ,
0.319 ,
-2.397 ,
-O.""M.
0.731
0.30 •
-0.149 ,
-0.4125 ,
3.851 /
C.,.""","""".".",.""'""""",.""""" f""""
C GAIN SET FOP ICrlOSlA - 3 I lATZ 'SPS
C AI
DATA
A
R
C
D
C AZ
PYl2C 1-.00006347,
-.01"5 4307.
-.000361oZ7,
-.000Clt6CO,
.00t-Z~OZ7,
.000521060, -.00445020, -.00387860,
.0069tl07, -.05593540, .017110920.
• CCOZ78107,
-.00001620, -.00347640, -.00114100,
-.00570140, .10954627. .01698967/
C A3
DATA
A
e
C
o
PCl2e I .712579no, -.10296300, ;66837100, .99597300.
-1.3~7758CO,-1.4295P700, .56022700,-1.56585600.
-.15631200, -.00~791000,
.C06B2000, -.00271400, .27671700, .01472500.
1.351025200. .67990200,-11.2350380, .232335001
C H
DATA PYl8C
A
8
C
o
I .000473~9,
.0040C'°661
-.00019993,
.0000692'"
.00522404,
.(l00240~7,
.C0266~3~.
-.00017509,
.00co"200,
.C023617e,
.00052169. -.00038889,
-.010970220, .00361226,
.0027100Zt-, .COB4bBZ,
.05518012, -.00396304/
DATA
A
8
C
o
PCl8C I .57379086,
-4.t-Z2It251'o,
-.207164C'0,
-.C'1615143,
1.377b5914.
-.Obl~1143. -.34302971,
-.66170971,-1.07118800,
.08338371,
-.01326000, -.88210114,
-.8301~820, 3.63572686,
.36824171,
1.21282886.
-.4877377\.
4.105069431
C ICHOSLA - 1
IFI ICHOSlA .~E. 1 I GO TO 30
IFI YGS .GE. 1~0. GO TO 15
10
C VGS IS ,lESS THAN 180.0
00 10 1-1,18
GtINAIII - PVl2AlII • YGS • PCl2AlII
CONT I'WE
GO TO 100
C VGS IS GREATER T~AN 180.0
15 CONTtNUE
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00 20 1-1,18
r,lINAlII - PYleAliI • YGS + PCl8AII)
CONTINUE
GO TO 100
C ICHOSL4. 2
30 CONTINUE
IFI ICHOSLA .NE. 2 I GO TO 70
IFI VGS .GE. 180.
C VGS IS lESS THAN 180.0
GO TO 50
00 ~o I • 1,18
GAINAIII • PVl2BlIltVGS t PClzelII
40 CONTINUE
GO TO 100
50 CONTINUE
C VGS IS GREATER T~4N 180.0
00 bO I • 1,18
GAINAIII • PYLRBIII.VGS t PCL8RIII
CONTINUE
GO TO 100
C IC~OSL4· 3 IDATA FICM lATOAT1 - 9/22/82 •• J. elOUSSARD'S ACCCUNT •• 1
70 C!lNTI NUE
IFf ICHOSU .NE. 3 I CO TO '10
IFI VGS .GE. 180 I GO TO 80
C ves IS lESS THAN 180.0
00 75 I • 1,18
GAINAIII • PYlZCIII.VGS + PClZCIII
75 CONTINUE
GO TO 100
80 CONTII/UE
C VCS IS GREATER THAN 1GO.O
85
90 CONTINUE
DO 85 I • l, 18
CAIMAII) • PVl8CIII.VGS + PClSCIII
CONTINUE
GO TO 100
A.2 LONGSCH
PRINT .,~ EPROR IN lATC4IN - ICHOSLA • ",ICHOSLA," THIS IS NOT ANAPTIOi'!"
~TOP -E~ROR IN LATGAIN ~r OPTION ICHOSlA"
100 CONTINUE
PETURN
END
SU8.0UTINE lONeseHI yes, ICHOSlO, GAINA I
e IC"OSlO------OET£P~INF~ \l1~Ie .. SCHFOUAl TO USE IN lONr,SCH
C • 1 NESTtD D.~5 ~EC 1.01. 0.1100T DESIGN
C • Z NFSTFO O.ZO SEC 1.0r + 0.11001 OFSIGN
C • 3 COVPlEn O.~O SEC 1.01 + zozrOT + O.lYZ OESICN
C • ~ COVPIEO 0.10 srr. 1.Dl ZOlrOT + 1.0v2 DESIGN
C • 5 COUPLED D.ZO SEC 1.01 IOI00T DESIGN
C • 6 COIJPLEO 0.05 sec 1.01 + 10100T DESIGN
e VCS------------AIRSPEEO USEO FOR GAIN SeHEOUAL
C GAINA----------OUTPUT GAIN VECTOR
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OI"E"SIO'" GAJIUIlI
OIIlENSJOIi PYLOZ AI 221, PYLOPAl2ZI, PCL02AIZ21, PCLOUn2h
A PYlOZCIZZl, PYlrJfClZZI, PCl£lZCIZZI, PCLDeCI2ZI,
e PYlCZOIZZI. PVlreOIZZl, PClOZOI2?I, PCloeOllZl,
C PYlOn lZZI, PVle·F.IZZ), PClDZFIZZI, PClOBEIZll,
0 PVl02FI2ZI, pnOHlnl, P("LD2FlZZI, PClDeFl22h
E PVlD2GIZ?I, PVlC~Gl2Zl, PClOZGIZZI, PClOBGlZZI
C' ••• , •• ,·•• ·,.··.· ••• ,··.,.,· •• ···,···",,·····,····· ., •••••••
C CAIN SET FOR ICHOSlO • 1 I lONl 20 SPS
C AI
DATA PVL02A,-0.000000, o.OOOCOOO, 0.000000, 0.0001570,
A 0.0000386,-0.000000, -0.00570, 0.000000,
B -0.00000, 0.00826, -o.oocooo, O.OOlOtOO,
C -O.OCOOO, 0.00Z430,
0 -0.0000000, 0.000C2348, 0.00000000, 0.0000000,
E -o.oooooe, O.OOOCOO, -0.000000, -0.0000001
C A2
DATA PCL02A! 0.970, -o.coooo, -0.00000, 0.901,
A -O.ltHO, -0.0000, 1.7240, 7.520,
B -0.000000, -Z.Z90COO, 0.00000, -0.4930,
C -O.COOO, -0.520300,
0 O.OCOOO, -C.00lt740, -0.0005"", -0.00000,
E -0.0000, 1.100e, 0.1800, 0.0001
C 13
DATA PVl08A' 0.0000000, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0002390,
A -0.00044'1, -0.000000, 0.Oit160, 0.0157,·
B c.OOOOOO, 0.005~'1, O.OOOCO, 0.00000,
C 0.0. O.OOHb,
0 0.0000000,-0.00000669, o.OOCOOOO, o.oeooooo.·
E 0.00000, -0.012000, -O.OOOHf:, 0.0000001
C A4
DATA PCL08A! 0.9690, 0.0, 0.000, 0.896,
A -0.3190, o.COOO, -2.52~, 4.326,
B -0.000, -1.609, -0.0000, -0.463,
C 0.00, -2.135,
0 0.00000, 0.000""66, -0.00108C, -0.000000,
E -0.00, 1.63, 0.304, 0.0001
C., ••",•••••••••••• f.'.' •••••••",••" •••",.,•••••"t,••••• t.
C GAIN SET FOR ICHOSL(l • 2 I LONI 5 SPS
C A1
DATA PVl02CI 0.OC0181, o.oeooooo, 0.000000, 0.0011900,
A -0.0000346,-0.000COO, -0.005~3, 0.009140,
l\ -0.0C'000, 0.0067~, -O.OOOCOO, 0.0003610,
C -0.(\0000, 0.00ZZ35,
0 -o.ooorooo, 0.eooc1170, -O.OOOOlHO, o.oeooooO,
f -0.000000, o.COOOOO, -0.000000, -0.0000001
C AZ
DATA peLOlel 0.p3POOO, C' .OOOCOOO, O.OOllooe, 0.5330COO,
A -0.443~Oco,-0.eooeoo, 1.~e6CO, 6.030000,
B -o.oeooo, -2.243CO, -0.000000, -0.2040000,
t -0.000C'0, -0.50POOO,
0 -0.oeocooo,-0.005C'~000, -0.0004/\400, 0.0000000,
£ -o.oeoooo. 1.10COOO, (I.HOOOO, -o.ooooeol
C U
DATA 'VLOet' 0.0000T7Z. 0.0. (;.0, 0.0005210,
A -0.00017Q. -o.OO~COO, 0.04P~0, 0.03111
B 0.000(100, 0.0:l31?, c.oooeo, -0.00175,
t 0.0. 0.002354,
0 0.000000, -e.00003910, 0.000,"03521 0.0000000,
f 0.00000, -0.01 J1 00, -0.00047h 0.0000001
C A4
DATA PCloeC1 D.8720000. 0.0. 0.0. 0.6160000.
A -0.3~300~, -0.000000, -~.5~OOO, 0.4740.
e o.OCOOOO, -1.Z4900, 0.00000, 0.01130.
C 0.0. -1.594000,
D 0.000000'0. 0.00256000. -0.00469000. 0.0000000.
E 0.00000, 4.530000, 0.304000, 0.0000001
C".""".,••".,."",••"•• ,."., •••••• ,.,., ••"••••••••••••
C GAIN SET FOR ICHOSlO • 3 I lON3 5 SPS
C At
DATA PVlO2D 1 •OOOO~"OO, .000034"0, • 00C02733, .00061533•
A • 00236467. -.005~0533, .00411Z67, .00540533•
B -.00145333. .0075D?n, -.00060t-OO, .00004000.
C -.oozzceoo, .00001~00,
D -.OOOOOSH, -.000001,'1, -.00000367. .00002056.
E .00683267. -.00349067. -.00197333. -.004916671
C AZ
DATA PClO10 I .e64Q3000, .01143000, -.00~27COO, .573h'1000.
A -.1l627QOOO. 1.05Z'II000. -. n!03CCO, 6.~035Qobo.
B .26"15000,-Z.3Z1;~000, .133330CO. -.09770000,
C .44589000, -.~7069000,
D • 00IfQ770. -.002Z1090, -.00199Z50. -.00311e6110•
~ -1.t>Q331100C, 1.95067000. .7009000C, 1.15e250001
c u
DATA PVlOllO I-.0000n76, -.00015 e9 5, .00016943. -.00007333,
"
-.000~oe86, -.00Z~301Q, .10~92314, .06~79019,
II .0(,021933, .0022~22Q, -.00035238, .00001241.
C .OC(\H057, .00035114,
0 .000C0225, • 00000122. -.00000192• .oooooon,
E .00672657. .00107133, -.000103Z~. -.000~91T11
C A4
DATA PClO8D 1 .~9~561157, .06116571. -.01910857, .69970000,
A -.22378286, .7538Q714,-14.8256C29,-5.B~4e9714,
8 -.09696COO,-1.57BQf571, .07"61"29. -.10176286,
C -.00ZZQ143, -.73558286,
D -.000ZQ869, -.002e~32Q. -.00263177. -.00020897,
E -1.35985143. 1.H9B2000, ...6065143. .221974291
C••••••• , •••••••• , •• , •••",•••• ,'., ••"".,.,.",.".,.,••" •••
C GAIN SET FOR ICHOSlO • I, (~OT DISCUSSED IN REPORT)
CATA PVlO2E 1-.0000Z733.• .00005200. -.00000400, .00061733,
A • 00006eoc, -.010~1l33, .005?533$, .00573133•
8 -.00155067. • 008~3533. -.00041533. .000Z6867•
C -.001l1~67. .OOOH?OO,
[l
-.000001>63, • OOOOCO~O. -.00(\00095, .00002026•
E • 00701Z00. -.00464~33• -.00133133, -.006Q02001
OATA PClO2t / .8e727000, .OMO~OOO, -.0031 BOOO. .56533000;
A -.42214000. 1.37354000, -.B6PQ5(\00. 6.91521000.
B • Zt>31700C.-Z.53511COC. • 09P46000 • -.140QI000•
C .17Z09000. -.71~4~OOO,
0 .001014BO. -.00Z8P·~0. -.00Z55460. -.002726110,
E -1.70516000. 2.Z9CHOO(l, .5HQ9COO, 1.7Z6Q60001
OATA PYlOeE 1-.00008305. -.000517H, -.00001l171, -.00018905.
A -.0007 .. 000, -.00C·8~46, .10t50143. .0350Q333,
e -.00063 .... 7. -.00075200, -.00031\152, .OOOZQ36h
C .OOO4e171. -.00C'33zeb,
D .00(\00590, -.00COOZ45. -.000003tO. .00001938.
E • 00"7Z31~, .00101~/2 • -.00010152• -.000490001
DATA PClO8E I .895754Z9, •1602c14 3, • 05037429, .I'Q7114Z9•
A -.1~750000. .3Z~~02e",-15.5311C2Pb. 3.47TQOOOO,
e .1~92~800. -.747180('0, .082l-71l4. -.lT95'5T~.
C -.005374ZQ, -.5~t34Z86.
D -.0(H30t5'. -.001113112 ], -.OOZ166Q7. -.005414Zh
t: -1.351''10286, 1.Z4863'ZQ. .46017714. .llUOCOOI
51
52
c••••••••••• ••• , ••••• ,·,,···,··,···,·,··,·,··········· •••••••••
C GAIN SET FOR JCHOSlO • , I LONZ , SPS
C U
DATA PYLOZ~ / .0000b333, .00008267, .000082b7, .00072600.
A .00Z22'133, -.OCUOI33, .005('7533, .OOPZHOO.
B -.00Z2~733. •OCEI3Hl7, -.000e7200. -.000H200•
C -.00142000, .00027bOO,
0 -.OOOOINl, -.000007'15, -.OOOOOt44, .0000218~.
E .007'12133, -.00523200, -.00238P67. -.010260001
C A2
DATA PCL02F / • PI'JB2500C, -.0003eeOO, -.01728000, .58062000,
A -.8~Q33COO, .Q022'1eOO,-1.0711bCOO, 1'J.13488000,
B .427'12000,-2.43505000, .l'l~46eOO, -.10319000,
e .263b~COO, -.3~593000,
D .00222270, -.00139840, -.0014Q530, -.00442770,
E -1.89854000, Z.H5MOOO, .7ue600D, 1.1189250001
C U
DATA PYLOeF /-.00008010, -.0000llO10, .00019162, -.00017390,
A -.OOOHeoo, -.001719<;0. • 10039133, .050109H•
II .000,'9Q 43, .0016'16Z'1, -.00034543, .00001110',
C .oe073'133, -.00005bl '1,
D .00000441, -.00eOOO08, -.00000232, .00000146,
E .OC601571, .000e'11el, -.000380115, -.0008876ZI
CH
DATA PCLOH / .893'14857, .03774657, -.02512571, .74529143,
A -.27210COO, .63'1Q5143,-14.1126POO,-2.311336286,
8 -.0~810P57,-1.4<;760571, .OBOQ66~7, -.127e1~29,
C -.0854~COO, -.31374286,
0 -.C0063~83, -.00Z6Z'169, -.00256'174, -.000570'~,
E -1.1'1n142'1, 1.044Q7714, .52B7B571, .2!\~U5T11
C•• , ••• ·······"····",······,·,·····,,··,·,·,,,····,· •••••••••
C GIIN seT FOR ICHOSLO • 6 I Lt'N2 20 SPS
C At
DATA PYLC2G / .OOOOUH, .00001Cf33, .000('2733, .0001893!.
A .OCBB33, -.0043e('67, .00467(,00, .00692733.
8 -.00215133, • 0('858800, -.000B'1133 • -.00011331.
C -.001446b7, .000B 4 OO,
0 -.00000273, -.000(101'11, -.00000162, .00000599.
E .00852133, -.00713067, -.00262467, .006UBOOI
C AZ
OolTA PCL02e , .llHoOCOO, .00012000, -.005'12000, .811397000,
A -.7'102500(', .llt557000, -.ll6175COO, 6.9b783000,
e .4C574000,-2.5651~OCO, .19'144000, -.1194'000,
C .28'140000, -.3771'J7COO,
0 • 0005bt 30, -.000430bO, -.000396'10, -.00120830,
E -2.0136'1000, 2.'8562000, .7Q52~000, -.Olle~OOOI
c A3
DATA PYL06G I-.000024B6, -.00002257, .0000'13b2, -.00009'10',
A -.00054f>6b, -.Q017 '21, e, .10309933, .0'867B86,
B .00024276, .00053bBb, -.00031qz~, -.0000U76,
C .000/,6724, .00007190,
D .0000013~, -.00000020, -.00000073, .0000003..
E .00613610, .00115ell5. -.00034952, -.000955811
C A4
DATA PCLD6G , .Cf7347714, .00Q91143, -.01R~4571, .9~'714Z9,
A -.2t510266, .6607b2Ab,-14.440e599,-3.3~99171~.
B -.0~400857,-1.33t2Cf714, .07bP1143, -.133871431
C -.070b9]43, -.36007143,
D -.C0021423, -.OOC~'195~, -.000b4446, -.0001~134,
E -1.Z2052657, 1.11313429, .539~57H, • 30~362B6I
c•••• , •••••• ,·••• ,,·····.,,··,·····,·····,,··,·,·,,··,•••, •••••
35
C IC':'OSlO. 1
IFI ICHOSlO .NE. 1 ) GO TO 30
IFI VGS .GE. leo. I GO TO 15
DO 10 I • l,ZZ
GAINAIII • PVL02AIII+VGS + PClOZAIII
10 CONTINUE
GO TO 200
H CONTINUE
DO 20 I • 1,22
GAI~AIII • PVL08AII)+VGS + PCl08AII)
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 200
C ICHOSlO. Z
30 CONTINUE
IFI ICHOSLO .NE. 2 I GO TO 50
IFl VGS .GE. IPO. ) GO TO ~o
DO 35 I • 1,22
GAINAlII • PVLOZClII+VGS + PCLOZCIII
CONTINUE
GO TO 200
ItO
~5
CONTINUE
DO ~5 I • 1,22
GAINAII) • PVLOeCII)+VGS + PCLoeClII
CONTINUE
GO TO zoo
C ICHOSLO. 3 IDATA FRO~ l~NDATl - 9/22/e2 **J. BROUSSA~D'~ ACCOUNT+"
50 COllTINUE
IFl ICHOSLO .NE. 3 I GO TO 70
IFI ves .GE. leo. I GO TO 60
DO " r • l,U
GAIIIAII) • 'VlOlOlII+VGS + 'ClOlOlII
55 CONTINUE
GO TO 200
60 CONTINUE
DO 65 I • 1,22
GAINAIII • PVL08DIII'VGS • PCLoeOll1
6' CONTINUE
GO TO 200
C ICHOSLO. ~ IDATA FPO~ lONDAT2 - 9/22/82 ++J. BROUSSARD'S ACCOUNY"I
70 CONTINUE
IFl ICHOSLO .IIE. ~ I GO TO 90
IFI VGS .GE. 180. I GO TO eo
00 75 I • 1122
GAINAlI) • PVLOZEII)+VGS + P(102ElI)
75 CONTINUE
GO TO 200
eo CONTINUE
DO 85 I • 1,22
GAINAlII • 'Vl08EII)+VGS • PCl08EIII
e5 CONTINUE
GO TO ZOO
C ICHOSLO·' lDATA FRO~ LONDAT3 - 9/22/82 +*J. BROUSSARD'S ACCOUNT'"
53
54
90 CONTINUE
IFI ICHOSLO .NE. , I GO TO 110
IFI VGS .GE. 180. ) GO TO 100
00 95 I • 1I2Z
GAINAIII • PVLOZFIII.VGS + PCLQZFCI)
95 CONTINUE
GO TO ZOO
100 CONTINUE
00 10' I • liZ!
GAINAII) • PVLOBFCI)+VGS + PCLQBFCI)
105 CONTINUE
GO TO 200
C ICHOSLO· 6 10ATA F~O~ LOHOAT~ - 9/ZZ/eZ ++J. ~ROUSSARO'S ACCOUNT•• )
110 CONTINUE
IFI ICHQSLO .NE. 6 ) GO TO 1'0
IFI VGS .GE. IBO. I GO TO lZ0
0(' 115 I • 1I2Z
GAIHAIII • PVLOZGIII.VGS • PCLDZGCI)
11' CO~TIHUE
GO TO ZOO
120 COHTINUE
00 12' I • I,ZZ
GAINAIII • PVLOeGIII+VGS • pCLOe'CI)
12' CONTIHUE
GO TO ZOO
150 CONTINUE
P~JNT .,. ERRnR IN LONGSCH - ICHOSLO • ·,ICH"SLO,· THIS JS NOT AN
APTlnH-
STOP -ERRDR IN L~NGSCH NO OPTIO~ ICHOSlO.
zeo CONTINUE
'UUtN
END
Appendix B LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL SOFTWARE
This appendix presents the FORTRAN listing of the subroutines PIFLON
and PIFLAT. The subroutines are called 20 times per second during the
nonlinear simulations in Chapters IV and VI.
B.l PIFLAT
SLlPpnlJTrNE
A
R
C
o
PIFLATI OACI'O,
HGr,
PtllDnT,
pnUI'AK,
Of BUG A
OPCI'D, PHK, e~~~AP,
CAS, Yes. OAI',
KV, T. lClm~LA,
ROLLI'AX, NI'ULATl, orr-PI,
(PH,
DPI',
tI~A ..,
HCI1AI,
I
C oACI'O-------------Cnl'l'~No AILEPON - OEG
C DPCI'D-------------Cnl'l'~NL pucnF~ - orG
C Rt'~---------------~A~~ AIlr;l E - OEG
C PN~BAP------------COI'I'ANO PAlll A~GlE - OEG
C CPTf--------------cPn~~ TPACK ANGLE - FEET
C TAGc--------------TRAC~ AN(,l£ EPPOP - OEG
C CAS---------------CAlJPp~TEn AIPSPEEO - IT
C vr;s---------------r;pPu~o SPEFO - FT/SEC
C !'A~---------------l'fASIIPFO AILERON - DFG
C !'PI'---------------l'fASIIPfD RUDDER - OEG
C PWIODT------------rEASlloFD RrLl RATE - DEG/SEC
r ~V----------------fLrVATOo CAS SCHrrLllFD GAIN
C T-----------------SAI'0IE TII'E - SEC
C ICHOSlA - I-------DfLT • 0.05, GKY - 0.5
C • Z-------DELT - O.ZO, GIY· 0.'
C - 3-------DflT - o.ZO, GIY - 1.0
C HI'AX--------------TPIP POINT IN FFET FOP WHEN (CNVERSION OCCURS FeR
C FNAV TO I'LS S'ITCH CRTEISTAkT wITH - 100.0
C POllI'AK-----------I'AYll'vl' POLL ANGLE - DEG
r ROllI'AX-----------I'A11 I'tll' POL L ANGL ElF FI NDP ~ IS FAl SF
C ~EGPl-------------~AY cn,..~.NDEO ROll RATE OF CHlhGf - rEG/sec
C ~De~Al------------I'AY ROLL RATF OF CHAtlGE IN CGI"I"AND ",ooEl - OEG/SFC
C NMULATI-----------NV,..~EP DF O.O~ SEC PERIOD DELAYS eET~FFN RECEIVING
C ~EA~IIPf"fNTS AND RHEASING CDNTPOl COl'MAI'DS TO ACT
C IF OfLTv.ZO AND NI'IILHI·l, OHAY-REGULAR 1 PERIOD
C DEl AY
C IF DELT-.ZO AND NI'ULATI-Z, DELAY-REGULAR Z PERIGO
C DElAY
C IF DflT-.ZO AND NrULATI-3, DELAY-REGULAR 3 PCRIeD
C DELAY
C IF OElT-.ZO AND NM~lATI-~, DELAY-REGULAR ~ PERIOD
C DElAY
C IF OfLT - .05 THEN NI1UlATI I1UST - 1
C OEBUGA - .TRUE.--DEBUG PRINTOUT REOUESTED
DIMENSION PGlAIIBI, GAINACIB,
REAl
LOGICAL FIPST, NOPROP, FINDRM, DEBUGA
EOUIVAlENCE IPGLAlll,S3ll"
A IPGLAI3I,S3131,
IPGlAIZ"S31ZI,
IPGlAI~I,S314"
8
C
F
o
E
F
G
IPHAI~I.S3111,
1PGU 171, S3Z ~ "
IPGlAIQI,S3Z5I,
IPGlAllll,S'tll"
IPGLAIHI,S~131,
IPGLAII5l,S~Zl',
IPGlAl17I,S~Z3I,
DATA FIRST '.TRUE.'
IPGLAIIlI.S32ZI,
IPGUCS"S3Hh
IPGLA110l,S3Z6"
IPGlAl1Z"S~lZI,
IPGLAI14I,H14',
IPGlAI16I,S~ZZI,
IPGLA(lel,SU~1
, CONTINUE
55
IFI .NOT. FIRST) GO TO 10
C INITIALIlE STATES
C CH~OSE OELT AND GKY
nflT • n.2
IFI ICHOSlA .EO. 1
(:KY •• 5
IFI ICHOSLA .EO. 3
C INITIALIlE GAINS
on T ••05
GKY • 1.
CASG • CAS
IF! CASG .IT. Il0. ) CASe: • 120.
IFI CASt; .c:r. 300. ) CASG • 300.
CALL LAT(:AINI CASG, ICHO~lA, PGLA
C SET UP INITIAL VALUES
• PNK
• TAGE
• CRTE
• DPO
• (lA/1
• 0.0
• 0.0
ART
AU
PP
PP2
r.Uy
RPn
OACMAX
nprMA~
POlll
ITII'E
TAGH
CPTfl
POllNl
CASS
ORC
OA1
VOAl
VOPl
• .03
• 1.1'
• leO.
• 360.
• n. \7'
• 0.0IH~3Z925
• 20.
• 30.
• POlLO
• 0
• lAGEO
• CPTEO
• ~N~RAP
• CAS
• nRl
• DAD
• VOA1
• VORl
• DP"
FINDR" ••FAlSE.
FINOR/1 ••FALSE.
56
C INITIALlE ~ODEL STATES
Y1 • CRTE
PSll • TAGE
PHIl • BNK
C INITIALZE INNER LOOP STATES
PHIDOTF • PHIOOT
C1 • EXPI-lC.OtT)
KPHIDOT • -1.5
C INITIAlZE OTHER DATA
C ~OPROP MODEL INDICATES IF TPUE THtT COMMANn NOT BE PROPAGATED
C
C FINORM FINDS THE MA~IMUM POLL ANtLE FOR CAPTURES
NOPPOP •• FALSE.
FINOP/1 •• nUF.
IFI ARSICRH) .LT. 3000.0
IF! A'SITAr.E) .LT. 30.0 )
HClOP .-1
FIPST •• FALSE.
"LOOP • 1.0/0ELT + 0.1
MULTI • CELT/T + 0.1
ACAS • FXPI-l.DtOELT)
BCAS • 1.0-ACAS
GFEEO • HAS
I/1ULTI • MULTI -1
IFI /lULTI .FO. 1 )NMULATI • 1
(lEGPS • OEGPI-0ELT
ROCMAX • POC~A1tDElT
10 CI1NTINUE
C INNER LOOP CALCULATIONS
PHIDOTF • Cl*IPHIDOTF - PHIDOT) + PIlI DOT
~ • P~IOOTF*KPHIOOT
C CHECK FOR LOOP ITERATII1N OF CONTPOL LOOP
wRITEe6,lCOO) II,PGLAeII,I·1,lB)
IFe I~ULTI .GE. MULTI IMUlTI. 0
IMULTI • IMUlTI + 1
IFe I~ULTI .NE. MULTI GO TO 65
POLLNO • ROLLNI
~NKE •. PNKSAR - ROLLNI
C LI~Ir ~ATE OF CHANGE OF ROLLN TO 50EG/SEC
IFe A~Se~NKf) .GT. DEGPS ) BNKE • SIGNel.O,8~KE)tDEGPS
POLLNl • PPLLNI + 8NKE
C FILTER CAS
CASS • ACAStCASS + PCAS.CAS
C UPDATE GAINS EVERY 1.0 SECONDS
IFe ILOOP .GT. MLOOP ) IlOOP • -1
ILOOP • IlODP + 1
IFe ILOQP .NF. 0 ) GO TO 30
CASF • CASS
C UPDATE CROSS AXIS GAIN
IFe CASF .GT. 300.0 ) CA~F • 300.0
IFe CASF .LT. 150.0 ) CA~F • 150.0
IFe CA~F .GT. 2~O.O I GO TO 20
AK • O.OCOl~0~2~.CASF - O.O~O~Z
GO TO 25
ZC CONTINUE
AK • 0.000070~b~3'CASF - 0.OZBQ4
C CPN~TRUCT GAIN~ GI-Gle
Z~ CONTINue
CASG • CASS
IFe CA~G .r-T. 300.0 ) CAse· 300.0
IFe CASG .LT. 120.0 I CASG • 120.0
C CONSTRUCT THE LAT GAINS
CALL LAT~AINe CAse, ICHOSlA, GAINA )
ATI~E • ITIMF/IOO
NTIME • ATIME'IOO
IFI NTIME .EC. ITIME
C PPOPAGAT~ COM~AND MonFl
30 CONTINUE
IFe NOPROP I GO TO 40
IFe A~SeYll.LT.O.l .AND. A8sepSIll.lT.0.01) HOPROP ••TRUE.
8 • GPAV/Ves
AKI • ARY/IMULTI'MULTI)
AK2 • A~P.VGS/150.0/~UlTI
YO • Yl
PSIO • PSII
PHIO • PHIl
PHIl • -AKl'YO - AK2tPSIO
ROC • PHIl - PHIO
UM • ROC
C 00 NOT CHANGE HEADING IF ON PATH TO GlIDESlCPE
IFe PHIl'IPSIl) .GT. 0.0 .ANO. APSIPSIl) .GT. 30.0 ) ROC
C FINO MAXIMUM ROLL IF FAR FROM TRACK
• 0.0
IFI .NOT. FINDPM ) GO TO 35
ANUM • IVGSI*IVGS)teCrSITAGEtRPOI-l.O )
ArEN • ~eCRTE-SIGN(1.C,CRTE)*2000.0 )'GRAV
ADfN • SIGNll.ri,ADENI*O.OOOOl + ADEN
ROLlMAX • A8seATANZIANVM,ADENI/PPD)
IFI ROLl~AX .GT. ROlLNAK ) Rrll~AX • ROllMAK
I~l UM'IPHIO + SIGNll.O,PHIO)tO.OOOOl) .IT. O~O ) FIHDRM·.FAlSE.
35 CONTINUE
57
58
ROll~Al • A~AXlIPOll~AX.APSIAN~BAPII
IFI A8SIF~IO I .GE. POlL~Al I ROC • 0.0
IFI U~*IP~IO + SIGNll.O,PHIOI*O.OOOOll .IT. 0.0 I ROC. UK
C APPLY CONTROL IF OFCElERATICN IS APPlICAAlE
IFI A8SlROCI .GE. ROCMAX I ROC • SIGNll.0.FrCI*PoC~AX
PHJl • PHIO + ROC
PSI1 • PSIO + OELT*P*TANlRPO*PHI11/PPO
IFI PSII .GT. RP I PSIl· PSI 1 - PPZ
IFI PSII .IT. -pp I PSI1 • PSI1 + PPZ
Yl • YO + OFlT*VGS*SINIRPC+PSIOI + OElT*oElT*a*TANIRPO*PHlll.
A 0.5'VGS
A • POUNI - POllNO +IPHII - PHIOI
C • POllNO + P~IO + G~Y*ICRTEl - YOI
Gl • PS 11 - PSIO
IFI Gl .GT. PP I Gl • Gl - PPZ
IFI Gl .IT. -PP I Gl • Gl + PPZ
GZ • TAGEO - TAGEl
(, • GZ - Gl
H • CRlEO - CRTEl -lYl - YO
GO TO 50
'00 CONTINUE
A • ROllNl - ROllND
C • ROllNO + G~Y+CPTEI
G • TAGEO - TAGEl
IFI G .GT. PPI G • G - PPZ
IFI G .IT. -PPI G • G + PP2
H • CRTEO - CRTEI
50 CONTI NUE
9 • 0.0
o • ROllI - C
E • ORI - AK+C - ORC
F • POllO ~ ROllI
C DETEP~INE IF THERF HAS PEEN A lARGE CHANGE IN CRTE CAUSED PY
C CHANGING FPO~ RNAV TO illS
IFI ARSIHI .IT. HIlAX I GO TO 55
FIRST ••TRUE.
GO TO 5
55 CONTINUE
C EASYON HERE
00 1-0 I • 1,111
PGlAltl • PGlAltl + rFEED*lGAtNAltl - PGlAllII
bO CONTI HUE
C CO~PUTe CONTROL lAW
VOAl • S311·VOAZ + S313*VORZ +
1 S321*F + S323*G + S3Z5*H +
Z S411·0 + SIol3*e +
3 S421·A + S4Z3.11
VORl • S31Z*VOA2 + S3H*VDRZ +
1 snZ*F + S3z u G + S326·H +
Z S412*0 + SIoH·E +
3 SIoZZ*A + SIt2'o*B
rAD • OAt + OElT*VDAl
ORO • OU + OElT.von
IF II lOOP .NE. o I GO TO 65
C Tl~E CHECK
OPTIM • SECONDICPI
C PRtNT OUTPUT FOR DEBUG
tFI .NOT. DElIUGA I GO TO 65
WQITE(6,ZOOOI PHIl, ROLLNO, YI',CRTE, PSII, NMULATI,
A OPT 1M, I~ULTI, MULTI, ~LOOP
C WRITE(6,30001 A, 8, C, 0, E, F, G, H, OAC~O, ORCMO
65 CONTINUE
IF( IMULTI .NE. N~ULATI I GO TO 70
C DOWNLOAD DATA
ROllI • ROLLO
ROLLO • ANK
TAGEl • TAGEO
TAGeO • UCECQTEI • CRTEO
CRTEO • CRTE
70 CONTINUE
NCM"
PRCMO
C PR~CESS CONTROL CO~HANOS FOR CONTROL LIMITS
IF I A~~(OAC~OI .LT. OAC~AX I GO TO 7'
DACMO • SIGNII.O,DAC~OI.OAC~AX
OAO • (DAC~O/KVI - X
VDAI • 0.0
75 CONTINUe
VOAZ • VOAl
OAt • DAO
IF( ABS(OPC~OI .LT. ORCHAX I GO TO eo
rQCMO • SIGN(I.O,ORC~OI.ORC~AX
VORl • 0.0
ORO • ORCHO
eo CONTINUE
VORZ
ORI
ITIME
• V[lRl
• ORO
• ITII1E + 1
B.2 PIFLON
C
C FOP"AT ~TATf.MENTS
lODe FDP~AT(lY,I,lX,~II3,FI~.BI,',IX,b(I3,FI,.e),
A ' l,lX,l>lT3,F15.81,"IX,bII3,FI5.Bll
ZOOO FOQM~T(IX, "PHIl ROLLNO VI CRETE PSII ",
A ~12x,FIG.51,/,lX,
A "OPTIM N~ULATI IMULTI MULTI HLOOP ",
A 1(Zy,FIO.51,~(ZX,IIO I
3000 FORMATIIX, "A BCD ",
, 5(ZX,FIO.5),I,lX,
A "F G H OACI10 ORCMO ",
A 5(ZX,FIO.5))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PIFlON( OTC"O, OECMO, PITCH, US, CAS,
A HR, ROll, leARD, HVSI, ACC.
I) 0, HCWP, HOCWP, CASWP, OTIl,
C OEM, FlAPe, ltV, T. KTDFPS,
0 ICHOSLO, P~AX, FLAPON, lFIlT. A"U,
f A"AlO, 011"U2, ADA~Ax, AOAMIN, N"ULon,I' CASPlU, OOl"Al, AOlEPlI OEBUGO )
59
C PITC~-------------~EASURfO PITCH ANGLE - DEG
C TAS---------------TRuE AIRSPEEO. - FT/SEC
C CAS---------------CALI~PATEO AIPSPEED - KT
C rPR---------------ENGINE PRESSUPE RATIO
C ROll--------------I'EASlJRED ROLL ANGLE - DEG
C VGS---------------GROUND5PEFO - FT/SEC
C 7~ARO-------------BAPOMETRIC HEIr-HT I'EASUREMENT - FT + U,
C HVSI--------------VfRTICAL VELOCITY ~EASURE~ENT - FT + UP
C ACC---------------VERTICAL ACCELERATION "EA~URE"ENT - FT/SECUZ + UP
r HCWP--------------HEIGHT CO""ANO - FT + UP
C HDCWP-------------VE~TICAL VELOCITY CO~"AND - FT/SEC + UP
C CA5Wp-------------AIRSPEED COl'~ANO - FT/SEC
C OTCMO-------------THPOTTLE CO~I'AND - 1000 L8S
( orcMD-------------ELEVATOR CO"~ANO - DEG
C IITM---------------~EASlIRrO THROTTLE - 1000 US
C ~F"---------------I'EASUREO ELEVATOR - DEG
C ~LAPC-------------COl'I'ANDEO FLAP - DEG
C O-----------------PITCH PATE - DEG/SEC
C ICHOSL~ - 1-------NFSTED 0.05 1.01 + 0.101DOT
C - ?-------NESTFD 0.70 1.01 + 0.101DOT
C - 3-------COUPLEO 0.70 1.01 + 70.01COT + O.lV••Z
C - ~-------COUPLFO 0.20 1.01 + ZO.OlCOT + 1.0V.'Z
C IVALID FOP CAS - 120 TO leo ONLY)
C - 5-------COI!PLFO O.ZO 1.01 + 10.0100T
C - ~-------CO~PLED 0.05 1.07 + 10.0100T
C O"AJ--------------MA~I"U" CHANGE IN HfIC,HT ALLOWED 9EFORE TRIPPOINT
C FOP TRANSITION PErI/EEN RNAV AND PlLS
C FLAPON - .TRUE.--THE FLAP SCHEC'I)LE IN THIS PROGPA" IS USE[I TO COl'I1A
C THF FLAPS
C - .FALS~.-FLAP CO"I'AND IS INPUT
C IFILT - .TRUE.--THF I COMPLEMENTARY FILTEP IN THIS PPOGRA" IS USED
C - .FALSE.-THE A"Al FILTER IS USED. DATA IS PASSED THROUGH
C A"AI, AMA7D
C D2"AIZ------------I'AXIMU" VALUE FOP lOOT - FT/SEC
C N"ULATI-----------~UM9ER OF 0.05 5FC PERIOD DELAYS BETWEEN RECEIVING
C ~EASURE~ENTS AN[I RELEASING CONTROL CO"I'ANDS TO ACT
C IF [lELT-.70 AN[I NI'l'LATI-1, DELAY-REGULAR 1 PERIOD
C DELAY
C IF [lELT-.ZO AND NMULATI-Z, DFLAY-REGULAR Z P£RI~D
C DELAY
C IF DElT-.2D A~D NI'ULATI-3. DELAY-REGULAR 3 PERIOD
C DELAY
C IF DEL T-.ZD AND N"ULATI-~, DELAY-REGULAR 4 PERIOD
C DELAY
C IF DfLT - .05 THEN NMULATI MUST· 1
C CAS'IAI------------I'6XI"lI~ RATE OF CHANGf OF CAS CO,,"AND - FT/SEC
C DDIMA1------------I'AXII'Ur RATE OF CHANGE OF lOOT COl'MANr - FT/SEC •• Z
C A~7EPI------------PARA"ETER IN' ZOOT - HIGH ALPHA REDUCTION - FT/SEC
C DERUGO •• TRUE.--DE~UG PRINTOUT
DI"ENSION PGLOIZZI, GAINACZZ)
REAL
LOGIC At
KV,
FIRST,
HDFPS,
FlAPON, ZFILT, HLP, DEBUGO
EOUIVUFNCE
A
~
C
E
E
E
(I
,
F
G
IPGLOIlI,5311 ),
IPGLO(3),S3I3),
IPGLOI~I,S3ZII,
IPC,L0I7I,S3Z31,
IPGL[l,ol,53Z~I,
IPGLOllll,53n"
IPH0113"532 11 ),
IPGL[l1151,S41I I,
IPGL0I17,,54131,
IPGLOllql,~4?11,
IPGLDIZl),S423),
IPGLOIZ),S31Z),
IPGLDI41,S314h
I PGLOl ft),S3ZZh
IPGLOI81,S3Z4),
IPGLOII0),S3Zfl>h
IPGtDI171,S3Z81,
IPGLOl1~),S3Z10),
IPGLOI16),S4tzh
IPGLOIIRI,S414),
IPHlllZOhS4ZZh
IHLOlZZhS4Z41
60
DATA FIRST I.TRUE.I
5 CONTINUE
IFe .NOT. FIRST) GO TO 10
C INITIALIZE STATES
IFI CAS .GT. 170 .AND. ICHOSlO .EO. 4 I ICHOSLO • 3
DELT • 0.2
IFI ICHOSLD .EO. 1 .OR. ICH~SlO .EO. 6 I DELT • 0.0'
GKZ • 1.
GKID • 0.1
GKVZ • 0.0
IFI
IFI
IFI
IFI
ICHOSLO .EO. 3
rCHOSLO .GT. 4
ICHOSLO .EO. 3
ICHOSLO .EO. "
.011.
I GKZO
I GKV2
I GKVZ
ICHOSLO
• 10.
• 0.1
• 1.11
.FO. 4 I GKZO • ZOo
CASI • CAS
IFI CASZ .LT. 120. I CAS7 • 120.
IF I CASI .H. 300. I casz • 300.
CALL LONGS CHI CASI, ICHOSLO, PGLO
PPO
C:RAV
RPO
CECIlU
PITCH1
CASI
HO[1FO
7PLUS
ZOPLUS
11
Oll
on
OEl
VOTZ
VOE2
18USP
CHI/D 1
HLP
/lUL TI
I~UL Tl
• 0.0174'3293
• 32.174
• 0.0~74532QZ'
• 15.
• PITCHO • PITCH
• CASO • CAS*KTOFPS
• HOOFl • ACC
• Z-INUS • 78ARO
• 10llINUS • HVSI
• ZO • -Z8AIIO
• OlD • -HVSI
• OTO • OTII
• OED • OEM
• VOT1 • 0.0
• VOEl • C.o
• 18US" • ACC
• CASI/PO • CAS*KTOF'S
• .FALSE.
• OElTIT + 0.1
• "ULTI - 1
IFI MULTI .EO. 1 I N/lULOTI • 1
ACAS • E.PI-2.0*OELTI
eCAS • 1.0-ACAS
ITI"E • °
"LOOP • l.O/OELT + 0.1
CAS"A. • CAS"Al*OELT
OOl~AX • OOI"A1*OELT
AOIEPR • AOIEP1*OELT
ZOOMAlC • 1.50
AKI • O.b/IIIULTI*/lULTII
AK2 • Z.O/IIIULTII
HTOH • 0.80*T
OHTOH • 0.320*T
PTOH • -0.0095*T
AKC"AX • 1.0 - FXPI-0.5*OELTI
AKC~IN • 1.0 - EXPI-0.02'*OELTI
Al • (AKc"aX - AKC"INI/ZO.O
AZ • AIIC"IN
GFEEO • 1.0 - EXPI-2.0*OELTI
C INITIALZE MODEL STATES
1/11 • -lBUO
I~Ol • -HVSI
C INITIALZE INNER LOOP STATES
HOOF • ACC
C9 • EXPI-I0.0*TI
'N • 0
C4 • EXPI-0.06Z'.TI
C INITIALZE OTHER DATA
IlOOP
CASF
OI"AXl
FIIIST
• -1
• CAS
• D71'UZ
• .FALSE.
10 CONTINUE
C CHECK FOR ICHOSLO • " PR08LE"
IFI CAS .GT. 170 .ANO. ICHOSLO .Eo. 4 I FIRST· .TRUE.
IFI FIRST I GO TO ,
C CHECK FOil LOOP ITERATION OF CONTIIOL LAW
C PEIIFOR" INNEII LOOP CALCULATIONS
61
HOOF
XII
OF
ROllZ
• Cq-IHOOF - ACCI • tce
• C4-11N 01 • a
• a - XN
• ROLL"Z
~o TO 15
- ZPlINUS
+ HTOH-ZERROR
• flHTOH-IERPOR
+ BTOH-ZERROR
C PERFOR~ Z COMPLE~ENTARY FILTER
ZPLUS • A"Al
zonus • A~&ZO
IFI .NOT. 7FILT
ZEQROQ • lBAQO
7PLUS • Z,"INUS
ZOPLUS • 70MINUS
l8USP • l8USM
C CORRECT ACCELORMETfR FOR GRAVITY
• ACC + GRAV.II.O - COSIPITCH-RPOI-COSIBNKORPDII
• ACC
C COPRfCT FOR 8IAS
AC • AC - Z8IASP
C PPOPAGATE
l£,MINUS • 70PLUS + TOAC
lMINUS • 7PLUS + TOZOPLUS + T-ToO.50AC
ZBUS" • IBUSP
15 CC'NTI NUE
IFI I'1ULTI .GE. P1ULTJ
IMULTI • I~ULTJ + 1
IFI IHULTI .NE. HULTI
I"ULTI • 0
GO TO 70
C BEGIN CONTROL LOOP
C t'POATf CiSl/P
CASER • CA~WP - CASI/PO
ACASt. • AI-A~SICASERI + AZ
IFI ACAS(. .GE. AKCHA1 I ACASG • AKC"AX
eCAS • ACASG-CASfR
IFI ABSIOCASI .GT. CASP1AX I DCAS • SIGNll.0,DCASI-CAS.. AI
CASII'O • CASII'O • DCAS
C SCHEDULE FLAPC
+ 47.5
+ qo.o
+ 165.0
• -0.Z5-CASO
• -0.50'CASO
• -1.00-CASO
• 30.0
FLAPC
FLAPC
FLAPC
FLAPC
lQO.G
170.0
150.0
135.0
CASF • ACAS-CASF + 8CAsoCAS
IFI .NOT. FLAPON I GO TO ZO
CASO • CASIIPO/KTOOPS
FLAPC • 0.0
IFI CASO ;LT.
IFI CASO .LT.
HI CASO .LT.
IFI CASO .LT.
C CO~PUTE FlIGHT PATH ANGLE
ZO COIlTIIlUE
GA .. A • ASINIZDPLUS/TASI/RPD
C CO'1PUTE AOA TO COP1PARE TO AOA"AX AIID AOA"IN
ALPHA PITCH GA'1A
IFI ALPHA .tT. AOA~IN I GO TO 35
IFI .NOT. ZALP I Dl~AXl • DZ"AX2/Z.0
7ALP ••TRUE.
IFI ALPHA .GT. AOA"AX GO TO 30
GO T:J 40
C PEOUCE lOOT CO"MAND
30 CONTINUE
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07£' • AC'ZEPR-TAS-SINIIAOA.. IN - ALPHAlo.PDI
£'7MAXl • eZ .. Axl + D7D
IFI DI'1A.l .LT. 0.0 I DZPlAXl • 0.0
7"J • ACAS-I~l - BCAsoZPLUS
GO TO 40
3' CONTINUE
IFI OZMA.1 .LT. OZMA.2 I DZ~AX1 • DZMA.1 + DOZ"AX
ZAL' ••FALSE.
40 r.ONTJNUE
OZMAJ3 • A~AX1IDZ"AX2,A8SIHDCVPII
DZ"AJ • DZMU3
IFI ZALP 10Z"AX • A~I~110Z"AX1, DZMAX31
C CHECK TO SEE IF GAIN UPDATE IS REQUIRED
IFI ILO~P .GT. ML~OP I ILOOP • -1
ILODP • IlOOP + 1
IFI IlODP .NE. ° I GO TO '0
CASZ • (ASF
IFI CASZ .LT. 1?0.0 I CAS7 • 120.0
IFI CASZ .GT. 300.0 I CAS7 • 300.0
C CALCULATE THE LON GAINS
CALL LO~GSCHI CASZ, ICH~SLO, GAINA ,
'0 CONTINUE
C PROPAGATE ~ODEL
ZMO • Z"1
Z"OO • 7"01
D7UA • ,",DCWP
A"'A • 1.0
IFI ZAL' ) AMPA • 0.0
IFI ZAlP ) D7AAA • SIGNll.,HOCWP)-07MAX
UH • AMP,tAKl.I-H(WP - ZMO) + A~2-I-DZAAA - Z"OO)
ZOO • U"
AIIP • 1.0
IFI U.. tZIIOO .IT. 0.0 I All' • 2.5
IFI A9S17001 .GT. lA~P-ZOO~AXI I ZOO· SIGNll.,ZOOI.ZOOMAX-A"'
Z~01 • Z,,~O + OElT-ZOO
OZ~~~ • A"AXIIABSIDZAAAI,OZ"AXI
IFI ABSIZ~Dll .CE. OZBP~ .AMO. A8SIHOCWPI .IT. 0.1 I
A l~Ol • SIGNll.,ZMDO'.OZB8B
700 • lZ"Ol - Z"OOI/OELT
IFI A8SIZOOI .GT. IA"Pt70D"AXI I ZOO, SIGNll.,ZOOI.ZOOMAX-A"'
ZIIOI • 11100 + OELT-ZDO
ZMl • LIIO + DElT.ZIlOO + DELT.OElT-ZDO-.'
C C!lI'lPUTE CONTPOL LAW STATf FEEDBACK
A • CASO - CASI
B • PITCHO - PITCH1
C • HOOFO - HODFt
°
• 70 - Z1 1Z~1 - 1M I
E • NO - OIl
C CC~PUTE INTEGRATOR
F • GKZ.IZI-71101 + GKZO-IOZ1-ZIlOOI + GKVZ.lO.,*
A ICAS1-CASl - CASWPI-CASWPII/GRAYI
G • CASI - CASWP1
C EASYON CONTROL GAINS
00 60 I'IIU
PGLOIII • PGLOIII + GFreD-lGAINAlII - PGLOl!l)
60 CONTINUE
H • Z.OI - 1"00
P • CASWPO - CASWP1
C DETER"INE IF THERf HAS PEEN A LARGl CHANGE IN 7 CAUSED BY CHA~'!N'
C RNAY TO MlS OP A BAD DATA POINT HAS ~CCURRfD
IFI ABSIDI .LT. DMAX I GO TO 6'
FIRST ••TRUE.
GO TO ,
6' CONTINUE
C CO~PUTE CONT'OL LAW
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VOTl • S3U·VOTZ + S313.VOEZ ..
1 ~321·A + S323.B + S32'·C2 S327·0 .. S329·E ..
3 S41l.F + S413·C ..
4 S421.H .. S423·'VOEl • S3U·VOT2 + S314.VOEZ ..
1 S322·A .. S324·e + 53Z6·C2 S328·0 + S3210·E +3 S412.F .. 5414.G ..
4 S422·H .. S4Z4.'
OTO • on .. OElHVOTlOEO
• OEl .. OElHVOEl
IFI IlOOP .NE. o I GO TO 70
C PPINT OUTPUT FOR OEBUG
IFI .NOT. OEBUCO I GO TO 70
..
..
IFI NTI"F .EO. ITI"E ) WRITEI6,1000) (I, PGLOIII, 1.1,221
W~ITE(6,2000) CASO, CASWPO, HCwP, 1"1, HOCw',
A l~Ol, 7PLUS, ZOPLUS, OEI
W~ITEI6,3000) ZALP, A"PA,OZAAA,OZ~BB,HOCWP,Z"Ol,l"OO,A"',E,D
70 CONTINUE
IF( I"ULTI .NE. N"ULOTI I GO TO 80
C DOWNLOAD DATA
PITClil
pnclio
CASI
CASO
HDOFl
HDnFO
Zl
ZO
OZl
010
CASWPI
ATI"E
NTIME
• PITCHO
• PITCH
• CASO
• CAS·HOFPS
• HDOFO
• HOOF
• ZO
• -ZPlUS
• 010
• -lDPLUS
• CASWPO
• ITIMEllOO
• ATIME.IOO
C PROCESS CONTROL COM~AND FOP CONTR~L LIMITS
80 CONTINUE
C LOWER LIMIT ON THROTTLE
LOCAS" • 0.2.(2Z2.0 - CASI
C UPPEP LIMIT ON THROTTLE
C RELATIONSHIP BETwEEN THROTTLE ANO FPR AT EPR • I.e" TH~OTMAX • 42.
C EP~ • 1.Z, lHROTMAX. 60.0
C IF CAS ERROR IS TOO LAPGE INCREASE lHROTHAX USING ADHICAS
AnHICAS • A8SIG) - B.O
IFI G .Gt. -B.O I AOHICAS • 0.0
HICAS" • -27.~Q.FPR + 9~.2Z65 .. ADHICAS
IFI HICA~~ .CT. 6C.O I HICAS" • 60.0
IFI IiICAS" .LT. 1,2.0 ) HHAS" • 42.0
IFI LOCAS~ .LT. 0.0) LOCAS". 0.0
IFI LOCAS~ .CT.IC.O) lOCASH. 10.0
IFI nTO .CT. HICAS" I VOTI ."0.0
IF( OTO .GT. HICAS" I OTO • HI CAS"
IF( OTO .LT. LOCASM) VOll • 0.0
IF( DTO .LT. lOCAS") OTO • LOCAS"
VOTZ • von
oTl • OTO
OTCMO • DTO
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C COMPUTE INNFR LOOP FO~ ELEVATOR
v • HOOF + 2.l6.0F 0.00".ROLL2
DECMD • KV.lOEO .. VI
IFI 'BSlDEC~O) .LT. OECHAY ) GO TO 90
OEC"D • SIGNll.0,OEC"DI.OECMAX
nFC • lOECMO/KVI - V
VDEl • 0.0
90 CONTINUt
VOEZ
OEI
ITI~E
• VOEl
• OED
• ITI~E + 1
C FORMAT STATF~eNTS
1000 FOR~ITIIJ,',lJ,bII!,Fl"~',',IY,tII3,FI,.et,
A 1,IX,~II3,Fl5.fl,',lX.6II3,FI,.Ilt
2000 FORMATllX, "CISO r'$WPO HC~P lMl HOCVP.,
N I 'IZr.F1o.~I",IX,
A "ZMOl lPlUS lnPlUS DEl .,
A !12X.FlO.~, I
]000 FORMITIIX, "11lP .MP, OlAAA Olele HDCVP .,
• II,~I~t,F10.".',lX,
A "lM~l, 7MO~, AHP, E, D .,
A 'IZX,FIO,'lt
-ETU_M
END
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
In general, matrices are represented by capital letters and vectors
are underscored; exceptions to these rules are only made when they are
contradicted by standard aerodynamic notation.
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VARIABLE
A
a
B
b
C
c
D
E
e
e
f
G(s)
g
h
DESCRLBTION
Discrete time feedforward matrix
Fundamental matrix (continuous-time system)
Acceleration
Roll to rudder cross feed gain
Inverse of gain schedule time constant
Component of the vehicle acceleration
normal to the local level plane
Control effect matrix (continuous-time system)
Bias estimate
Control law feedback gains
Cross track error
Control observation matrix
Disturbance effect matrix (continuous-time system)
2.71828 ..•
Vector error
Vector-valued nonlinear function
Plant transfer function
Magnitude of gravitational acceleration vector
Command observation matrix
Euler angle transformation form
Frame 1 axes to Frame 2 axes
Distance from the aircraft's cg to the Earth's
surface, positive down
VARIABLE
I
i
J
j
K
K(s)
k
m
N
n
p
p
Q
q
q
R
r
S
s
DESCRIPTION
Identity matrix
Index integer
Cost functional matrix
Gain value
Control transfer function
Index integer
Scales of turbulence
Number of commands
Cross weighting matrix in Linear Quadratic
Regulator cost function
Mass of the vehicle
Number of controls
Meters
Number of time steps
Number of states
Riccati matrix in the optimal limited state
feedback regulator problem
Rotational rate about the body x-axis
State weighting matrix
Rotational rate about the body y-axis
2Free stream dynamic pressure (=~pV )
Control weighting matrix
Distance-to-go to an end of segment
Rotational rate about the body z-axis
Covariance matrix in the optimal limited state
feedback regulator problem
Laplace transform variable
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VARIABLE
T
t
u
u
V
v
W
w
w
x
o
x
x
y
z
VARIABLE
(GREEK)
r
y
DESCRIPTION
Thrust
Time-to-go to an end of segment
Time
Body x-axis velocity component
Control vector
Velocity magnitude
Measurement noise covariance matrix
Body y-axis velocity component
Control difference
Process noise covariance matrix
Body z-axis velocity component
vlliite noise Gaussian vector
Covariance matrix of state initial conditions
Position along the x-axis
State vector
Position along the y-axis
Position along the z-axis
DESCRIPTION
Wind-body pitch Euler Angle (angle of attack)
Negative of wind-body yaw Euler angle (sideslip
angle)
Discrete time control effect matrix
Inertial-velocity axis pitch Euler angle
(flight-path angle)
Delta function
latitude
Aileron deflection
VARIABLE
(GREEK)
n
e
v
p
a
DESCRIPTION
Aileron command
Aileron state
Elevator deflection
Elevator command
Elevator state
Flap deflection
Rudder deflection
Rudder command
Rudder state
Left spoiler deflection
Right spoiler deflection
Spoiler state
Throttle deflection
Throttle command
Damping ratio
Track angle error
Gaussian noise
Inertial-body pitch Euler angle
Eigenvalue
Longitude
Measurement Gaussian noise
Integrator state
Air density
Summation
Real part of an eigenvalue in radians/sec
Standard deviation
Singular value
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VARIABLE
(GREEK)
w
SUBSCRIPTS
B
b
C
CL
E
e
f
GS
g
H
IL
i
j
k
m
o
s
t
DESCRIPTION
Discrete-time system matrix
Inertial-body axis roll Euler angle
Inertial-body axis yaw Euler angle
Frequency in radians/sec
Imaginary part of an eigenvalue
DESCRIPTION
Body axis
Bias
Connnand value
Closed-loop
Earth-relative axis
Error quantity
Full state feedback
Ground speed
Gust
Horizontal
Inner-loop
Element index for vectors and matrices
Element index for vectors and matrices
Sampling instant index
Model variable
Nominal value
Static pressure
Stochastic
Transient
SUBSCRIPTS DESCRIPTION
u Velocity component along body x-axis
v Velocity component along body y-axis
w Velocity component along body z-axis
x Horizontal perpendicular to y and z
y Horizontal perpendicular to x and z
z Vertical perpendicular to x and y
SUPERSCRIPTS
E
T
-1
PUNCTUATION
C)
C)
C)
Cl( )/Cl()
E{ }
Iv
!J. ( )
( )*
(A)
co
J
C)
DESCRIPTION
Earth (inertial) axis
Transpose of matrix
Inverse of matrix
DESCRIPTION
Derivative of quantity with respect to time
Combined variable
Vector quantity
Partial derivative of one variable with
respect to another
Expected value
For all
Perturbation variable
Star trajectory
Estimated quantity
Discrete cost function weighting matrix
Infinity
Integral
Difference between variable and star trajectory
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ACRONYM
ATOPS
CAS
DIALS
DOF
dB
EPR
IL
kt
lim
lb
LQR
MAX
MEAS
MLS
MIN
MXEPR
NASA
PIF
rad
RNAV
sec
SIGN
SPL
SPR
TAS
tr
WO
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CORRESPONDING PHRASE
Advanced Transport Operating Systems
Calibrated Airspeed
Digital Integrated Automatic Landing System
Degrees of Freedom
Decibels
Engine Pressure Ratio
Inner-loop
Knot
Limit
Pound
Linear Quadratic Regulator
Maximum
Measurement
Microwave Landing System
Minimum
Maximum Engine Pressure Ratio
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Proportional Integral Filter
Radians
Area Navigation
Seconds
The positive or negative sign
Left Spoiler
Right Spoiler
True Airspeed
Trace
Wash-out
TABLE 1. SCALES AND VARIANCE FOR GUST MODELS
ALTITUDE (rn)
18.3 18.3-100 100-533.4 >533.4
a (rn/sec) 4.88 12.65h-0 . 32 3.05 3.05
u
a (rn/sec) 3.88 6.52h-0 . 18 3.05 3.05
v
a (rn/sec) 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.85
w
L (m) 171.0 171. a 7.42ho.68 533J~
u
L (rn) 97.5 43.43110 . 28 6.85hO. 68 533.4
v
L (rn) 53.0 8.25hO. 64 6.85110 . 68 533.4
w
TABLE 2. COMMAND MODEL PARAMETERS
LONGITUDINAL MODEL OPERATING AT 20 sps
kh 0.6 sec-
2
kh 2.0 sec- 1
If h *h < 0.0 THEN hMAX =rn m
OTHERWISE ~ =
..
h MAX
Min (0.00117205*(ICAS -CAS I) + 0.001249, 0.02469)
c rn
2 21.14 rn/sec (3.75 ft/sec )
0.457 rn/sec2 (1.5 ft/sec 2)
.
CASMAX 0.76 m/s (2.5 ft/sec)
LATERAL MODEL OPERATING AT 20 sps
k 0.0984 deg/sec/rn(O.03 deg/sec ft)
c
.
¢MAX 4.0 deg/sec
¢MAX1 25.0 deg (ROLLMAX in Appendix B)
¢MAX3 30.0 deg (ROLLMAK in Appendix B)
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TABLE 3. SENSOR PARAMETERS
Noise standard
Sensor deviation Bias Comments
Attitude gyro 0.23 deg 0.23 deg
Rate gyro 0.02 deg/sec o.
Body mounted 1% of g 1% of g 0.2, -0.2, 0.25 deg misalign-
accelerometers ment and O.25~ scaling error
modeled
MLS-azimuth 0.01 deg 0.01 deg
MLS-elevation 0.01 deg 0.01 deg
MLS-DME 2.3 m 2.3 m
Barometric altimeter 0.91 m 12.2 m
Airspeed indicator 1 m/sec 1.5 m/s
EPR measurement 0.01 0.02 Used for limit check
°A measurement 0.1 deg 0.2 deg Used to initialize ~
OR measurement 0.1 deg 0.15 deg "
°T measurement 0.2 deg 0.4 deg "
°E measurement 0.1 deg 0.2 deg "
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TABLE 4. SQUARE ROOT OF MATRIX DIAGONAL FOR
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
UNITS Q X R
0
6u (m/s) 1. 22 0.61
6w (m/s) 1. 52 1.52
6q (deg/sec) 0.0 1.0
M (deg) 65.0 2.0
6z (m) 0.244 3.05
118e (deg) 0.0 0.06EPR 0.0 0.0
6ah (m/s 2) 0.0 0.0
6q (deg) 0.0 0.0
6ue (deg) 0.0 7.0
6ut (deg) 6.0 4.0
6~z1 - 0.2 LON1 1.0 LON1
l1~z2 - 0.2 LON2 1.0 LON2
6~z3 - 0.2 LON3 1. a LON3
6~CAS1 - 0.2 LON1 4.0 LON1
6~CAS2 - 0.2 LON2 4.0 LON2
6~CAS3 - 0.2 LON3 4.0 LON3
llh (m) 0.0 0.0
6fJ. (m/s) 0.0 0.0
l1~g(m/s) 0.0 0.0
6wg1 (m/s) 0.0 0.0
6wg2 -
0.0 0.0
6ve (deg/sec) 9.0
6vt (deg/sec) 12.0
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TABLE 5. SQUARE ROOT OF MATRIX DIAGONAL
FOR LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
UNITS Q Xo R
!:::'v (m/s) 30.5 0.61
!:::'p (deg/sec) 0.0 0.0
!:::'r (deg/sec) 0.0 0.0
!:::,cj> (deg) 70.b 2.0
M;, (deg) 0.0 2.0
!:::'c (m) 1.5 3.05
M a (deg) 0.0 1.32
M r (deg) 0.0 0.5
!:::'p (deg/sec) 0.0 0.0
!:::'rWO (deg/sec) 0.0 0.0
!:::'r (deg/sec) 0.0 0.0
!:::'ua (deg) 0.1 4.!:::'ur (deg) 0.2 2.
!:::'~c1 - 1.5 LAT1 0.1 LAT1
!:::'~c2 - 1.5 LAT2 0.1 LAT2
M:rl - 0.8 LAT1 0.1 LAT1
M~r2 - 0.8 LAT2 0.1 LAT2
!:::,vgi (m/s) 0.0 0.0
!:::,vg2 - 0.0 0.0
!:::'va (deg/sec) 30
!:::'vr (deg/sec) 70
TABLE 6. CLOSED-LOOP MAPPED EIGENVALUES
LON1 CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES AT 77 m/s (150 kt)
MODE INNER-LOOP OPTIMAL SCHEDULED20 sps 20 sps
Me -23.4 -23.8 -23.8
6ah - 6.93 - 6.1 - 6.1
SHORT PERIOD - 2.1 ±j2.8 - 2.2 ±j2.5 - 2.1 ±j 2.5
6ue-6z 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.68 ±jO.67 - 1.26
COMPo FILTER - 0.40 ±jO.40 - 0.40 ±jO.40 - 0.40 ±jO.40
6EPR - 0.50 - 0.81 - 0.64
6ut 0.0 - 0.30 - 0.78
PHUGOID - O.0004±jO.067 - O.074±jO.ll - 0.20 ±jO.04
M~h1 0.0 - 0.064±jO.025 - 0.048±jO.10
6QWO - 0.060 - 0.060 - 0.064
6SCAS1 0.0 --- - 0.034
TABLE 6. CLOSED-LOOP MAPPED EIGENVALUES (CONTINUED)
LON1 CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES AT 77 m/s (150 kt)
MODE INNER-LOOP OPTIMAL SCHEDULED5. sps 5 sps
Me -23.4 -20.0 -20.3
6ah - 6.93 - 4.4 - 4.4
SHORT PERIOD - 2.1 ±j2.8 - 2.6 ±j2.9 - 2.6 ±j 2.8
6ue-6z - 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.71 ±jO.69 - 0.78 ±jO.59
COMPo FILTER - 0.40 ±jO.40 - 0.40 ±jO.40 - 0.40 ±jO.40
6EPR - 0.50 - 0.88 - 0.83
6ut 0.0 - 0.31 - 0.25
PHUGOID - 0.0004±jO.067 - 0.060±jO.10 - 0.17
6Sh1 0.0 - 0.065±jO.02 - O. 035±jO. 077
6QWO - 0.060 - 0.059 - 0.064
6SCAS1 0.0 --- - 0.032
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TABLE 6. CLOSED-LOOP MAPPED EIGENVALUES (CONTINUED)
LON2 CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES AT 77 m/s (150 kt)
MODE INNER-LOOP OPTIMAL SCHEDULED'> 20 20sps sps
Me -23.4 -23.9 -23.9
Llah - 6.93 - 6.0 - 5.0
SHORT PERIOD - 2.1 ±j2.8 - 2.3 ±j2.5 - 2.3 ±j2.6
Llue-Llz 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.87±jO.42 - 0.85±jO.17
COMPo FILTER - 0.40 ±jO.40 - 0.40±jO.40 - 0.40±jO.40
LlEPR - 0.50 - 0.68 ---
Llu t 0.0 - 0.20 - O.41±jO.24PHUGOID - 0.004±jO.067 - O.14±jO.055 - 0.18±jO.038
Llfh2 0.0 - 0.075 - 0.046
LlQWO - 0.060 - 0.065 - 0.065
Ll~CAS2 0.0 - 0.033 - 0.026
TABLE 6. CLOSED-LOOP MAPPED EIGENVALUES (CONTINUED)
LON2 CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES AT 77 m/s (150 kt)
MODE INNER-LOOP OPTIMAL SCHEDULED5 sps 5 sps
Me -23.4 -20.3 -20.3
Llah - 6;93 - 4.2 - 4.3
SHORT PERIOD - 2.1 ±j2.8 - 2.6 ±j2.7 - 2.6 ±j2.7
Llue-Llz 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.91±jO.43 - 0.86±jO.48
COMPo FILTER - 0.40 ±jO.40 - 0.40±jO.40 - 0.40±jO.40
LlEPR - 0.50 - 0.68 - 0.70
Llut 0.0 - 0.19 - 0.19
PHUGOID - 0.004±jO.067 - 0.14±jO.057 - O.14±jO.06
Lli;h2 0.0 - 0.074 - 0.076
LlqwO - 0.060 - 0.065 - 0.064
Lli;cAS2 0.0 - 0.033 - 0.034
TABLE 6. CLOSED-LOOP MAPPED EIGENVALUES (GONTINUED)
LON3 CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES AT 77 m/2 (150 kt)
MODE INNER-LOOP OPTIMAL SCHEDULED5 sps 5 sps
Me -23.4 -20.4 -20.3
6ah - 6.93 - 4.1 - 4.2
SHORT PERIOD - 2.1 ±j2.8 - 2.8 ±j2.8 - 2.8 ±j2.8
~~r;~ZFILTER 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.82±jO.60 - 0.79±jO.61
- 0.40 ±jO.40 - 0.40±jO.40 - 0.40±jO.40
6EPR - 0.50 - 0.72 - 0.72
6u t 0.0 - 0.24 - 0.23PHUGOID - 0.0004±jO.067 - 0.20,-0.13 - 0.21,-0.13
6~h3 0.0 - 0.051 - 0.051
6QWO - 0.06 - 0.063 - 0.063
6~CAS3 0.0 - 0.032 - 0.032
TABLE 6. CLOSED-LOOP MAPPED EIGENVALUES (~ONTINUED)
LATI CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES AT 77 m/s (150 kt)
MODE INNER-LOOP OPTIMAL SCHEDULED20 sps 20 sps
Ma -33.0 -33.0 -33.0Mr -21.1 -22.1 -22.1
6r-6p - 6.8 ±j2.3 - 6.9 ±j2.6 - 6.9 ±j2.5
ur 0.0 - 3.9 - 3.9
ROLL MODE-6rWO - 2.7 ±jO.91 - 2.4 ±jO.84 - 2.3 ±jO.92DUTCH ROLL - O. 53±jO. 42 - 0.58 ±jO.82 - 0.61 ±jO.68
¢-ua 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.41 ±jO.30 - 0.44 ±jO.30
S-~rl 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.16 ±jO.21 - 0.17 ±j 0.23
c-~c1 0.0 ±jO.O - O.088±jO.084 - O.08S±jO.084
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TABLE 6. CLOSED-LOOP MAPPED EIGENVALUES (CONTINUED)
LATI CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES AT 77 rnls (150 kt)
MODE INNER-LOOP OPTIMAL SCHEDULED5 sps 5 sps
tJ.° r -33.0 -30.5 -31.2
Ma -22.1 -22.2 -22.0
tJ.r-tJ.p - 6.8 ±j2.3 - 6.8 ±j3.1 - 6.9 ±j 3.1
ur 0.0 - 4.6 - 4.6
ROLL MODE-tJ.rWO - 2.7 ±jO.91 - 2.4 ±jO.87 - 2.4 ±jO.95DUTCH ROLL - 0.53±jO.42 - 0.58 ±jO.83 - 0.58 ±jO.67
</>-ua 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.38 ±jO.28 - 0.41 ±jO.22
Z;;-Srl 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.17 ±jO.18 - 0.19 ±jO.20
c-sc1 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.095±jO.086 - 0.095±jO.08
TABLE 6. CLOSED-LOOP MAPPED EIGENVALUES (CONCLUDED)
LAT2 CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES AT 77 rnls (150 kt)
MODE INNER-LOOP OPTIMAL SCHEDULED5 sps 5 sps
Mr -33.0 -30.8 -31.0
tJ.oa -22.1 -22.0 -22.0
tJ.r-tJ.p - 6.8 ±j2.3 - 6.9 ±j3.1 - 6.9 ±j3.1
ur 0.0 - 4.6 - 4.6
ROLL MODE-tJ.rWO - 2.7 ±jO.91 - 2.5 ±0.84 - 2.4 ±jO.9DUTCH ROLL - 0.53±jO.42 - 0.58 ±0.82 - 0.62 ±jO.73
</>-u 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.37 ±0.30 - 0.36 ±jO.30a
Z;;-Sr2 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.17 ±0.20 - 0.19 ±jO .. 21
c-Sc2 0.0 ±jO.O - 0.10 ±0.12 - 0.095±jO.12
TABLE 7. SAMPLE OF CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUE VARIATIONS WITH AIRSPEED
VELOCITY SHORT PHUGOID CONTROL SYSTEH(m/s) PERIOD
62 -1.7±j1.9 -0.009 ±jO.087
69 -1.9 ±j2.6 -0.004 ±jO.082
77 -2.1 ±j2.8 -0.0004±jO.067
85 -2.1 ±j3.2 -0.0006±jO.062 INNER-LOOP93 -1. 7 ±j3.9 0.018 ±jO.049
124 -1.2 ±j5.3 0.024 ±jO.026
139 -1.0 ±j5.6 0.030 ±jO.013
154 -0.95±j5.7 0.029 ±jO.012
62 -1.06±j1.4 -0.26 ±jO.10
69 -2.5 ±j2.3 -0.23 ±jO.018
77 -2.6 ±j2.8 -0.25, -0.17
85 -2.4 ±j3.3 -0.26, -0.14 LON1 5 sps
93 -1.9 ±j3.9 -0.28, -0.052+jO.04 SCHEDULED
124 -1.2 ±j5.2 -0.36, -0.045+jO.035
139 -1.0 ±j5.5 -0.42, -0.041+jO.042
154 -1.0 ±j5.5 -0.50, -0.045+jO.041
62 -1.1 ±j1.8 -0.15 ±jO.09
69 -2.6 ±j2.3 -0.14 ±jO.06
77 -2.6 ±j2.7 -0.14 ±jO.06
85 -2.5 ±j3.2 -0.14 ±jO.02 LON2 5 sps
93 -1. 7 ±j4.0 -0.25 ±jO.03 SCHEDULED
124 -1.0 ±j5.3 -0.33, -0.04 +jO.012
139 -0.84±j5.5 -0.32, -0.04 +jO.026
154 -0.81±j5.6 -0.30, -0.04 +jO.026
62 -1.0 ±j1. 3 -0.19 ±jO.072
69 -2.7 ±j2.3 -0.18 ±jO.008
77 -2.8 ±j2.8 -0.21, -0.13
85 -2.6 ±j3.3 -0.23, -0.09 LON3 5 sps
93 -1. 7 ±j4.0 -0.27, -0.046+jO.014 SCHEDULED
124 -1.03±j5.3 -0.33, -0.036+jO.Oll
139 -0.88±j5.5 -0.32, -0.037+jO.020
154 -0.84±j5.7 -0.30, -0.037+jO.020
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TABLE 7. SAMPLE OF CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUE VARIATIONS WITH
AIRSPEED (CONCLUDED)
VELOCITY DUTCH CROSS CONTROL SYSTEM(m/s) ROLL TRACK
62 -0.62±jO.59 0.0 ±jO.O
69 -0.53±jO.42 "
77 -0.57±jO.36 "
85 -0.58±jO.37 "
93 -0.59±jO.42 " INNER-LOOP
124 -0.60±jO.38 "
139 -0.81~-0.70 "
154
-0.96,-0.62 "
62 -0.59±jO.97 -0.19 ±jO.21
69 -0. 56±jO. 87 -0.17 ±jO.18
77 -0.59±jO.78 -0.18 ±jO.17
85 -0.53±jO.81 -0.15 ±jO.17 LAT1 5 sps
93 -0.64±jO.86 -0.11 ±jO.13 OPTIMAL
124 -0.71±jO.86 -0.11 ±jO.15
139 :-0.69±jO.75 -0.093±jO.14
154 -0. 66±jO. 75 -0.080±jO.098
62 -0. 56±jl. 0 -0.19 ±jO.20
69 -0.58±jO.67 -0.19 ±jO.20
77 -0.57±jO.79 -0.17 ±jO.17
85 -0.53±jO.85 -0.15 ±jO.16 LAT1 5 sps
93 -0.68±jO.89 -0.16 ±jO.14 SCHEDULED
124 -0.55±jO.81 -0.090±jO.15
139 -0.68±jO.74 -0.090±jO.13
154 -0. 77±jO. 78 -0.080±jO.ll
TABLE 8. MINIMUM SINGULAR VALUES FOR LON2, 5 sps, SCHEDULED GAINS
VELOCITY FIRST MINIMUM FREQUENCY SECOND MINIMUM FREQUENCY
(m/s) SINGULAR VALUE (RAD/SEC) SINGULAR VALUE (RAD/SEC)
(DB) (DB)
62 -3.6 0.19 -3.2 1.3
69 -3.0 0.21 -3.1 1.2
77 -3.0 0.21 -3.2 1.1
85 -2.8 0.19 -3.2 1.0
93 -1.9 0.17 -3.2 0.91
124 -1.7 0.16 -3.4 1.0
139 -1.9 f). 16 -3.5 1.0
154 -1.8 0.16 -3.6 1.0
TABLE 9. MINIMUM SINGULAR VALUES FOR LON2, 20 sps, SCHEDULED GAINS
VELOCITY FIRST MINIMUM FREQUENCY SECOND MINIMUM FREQUENCY
(m/s) SINGULAR VALUE (RAD/SEC) SINGULAR VALUE (RAD/SEC)
(DB) (DB)
61 -3.2 0.23 -4.0 1.0
69 -2.5 0.21 -3.8 1.1
77 -2.5 0.20 -3.8 1.1
85 -2.5 0.19 -4.0 1.0
92 -1.8 0.17 -4.0 1.0
123 -1. 7 0.17 -4.0 1.0
138 -1. 9 0.17 -4.0 1.0
154 -1.0 0.17 -4.0 1.0
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TABLE 10. MINIMUM SINGULAR VALUES FOR LAT1, SCHEDULED GAINS
5 sps 20 sps
VELOCITY SINGULAR VALUE FREQUENCY SINGULAR VALUE FREQUENCY
(m/s) (DB) (RADISEC) (DB) (RADISEC)
62 -12.3 0.53 -11. 9 0.48
69 -12.6 0.58 -12.3 0.53
77 -17.3 0.44 -17.2 0.44
85 -17.2 0.43 -17.1 0.44
93 -20.1 0.40 -20.1 0.40
124 -23.2 0.53 -23.0 0.44
139 -23.5 0.48 ...,-23.5 0.40
154 -25.9 0.44 -26.2 0.36
TABLE 11. MINIMUM SINGULAR VALUES FOR LON1, 5 sps, SCHEDULED GAINS
VELOCITY FIRST MINIMUM FREQUENCY I SECOND MINIMUM FREQUENCY(m/s) SINGULAR VALUE (RADISEC) SINGULAR VALUE (RADISEC)
(DB) (DB)
62
-6.0 0.08 -3.4 1.4
69 -5.2 0.08 -3.2 1.1
77 -5.2 0.09 -3.2 1.1
85 -4.7 0.10 -3.1 1.1
93 -2.4 0.15 -5.8 1.1
124 - - -7.3 0.9
139 -
- -8.0 0.9
154 -2.6 0.15 -8.2 0.8
i
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TABLE 12. MINIMUM SINGULAR VALUES FOR LON3, 5 sps, SCHEDULED GAINS
VELOCITY FIRST MINIMUM FREQUENCY SECOND MINIMUM FREQUENCY
(m/s) SINGULAR VALUE (RAD/SEC) SINGULAR VALUE (RAD/SEC)
(DB) (DB)
62 -2.7 0.21 -3.1 1.6
69 -2.7 0.21 -3.1 1.6
77 -2.9 0.21 -2.6 1.2
85 -2.7 0.19 -2.6 1.1
93 -1.8 0.17 -2.6 1.0
124 -1.6 0.16 -2.8 1.0
139 -1.8 0.16 -2.9 1.0
154 -1.8 0.16 -3.0 1.1
I
TABLE 13. MINIMUM SINGULAR VALUES FOR LAT1, 5 sps, SCHEDULED GAINS
VELOCITY MINIMUM FREqUENCY MINIMUM FREQUENCY
(m/s) SINGULAR VALUE (RAD/SEC) SINGULAR VALUE (RAD/SEC)
(DB) (DB)
62 -6.0 1.1 -3.3 0.56
69 -6.0 1.0 -2.8 0.58
77 -5.0 1.0 -3.5 0.52
85 -5.0 l.0 -2.7 0.58
93 -4.2 1.2 -3.3 0.58
124 -4.7 1.0 -3.3 0.63
139 -4.4 1.0 -2.5 0.58
154 -3.9 1.0 -2.2 0.52
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TABLE 14. LAT2 FREQUENCY DOMAIN PROPERTIES,S sps, SCHEDULED
GAINS, 60 LOOP OPEN, 60 LOOP CLOSED
a r
VELOCITY MINUMUM FREQUENCY 'FIRST GAIN FREQUENCY
(rn/s) SINGULAR (RAn/SEC) MARGIN (RAn/SEC)
VALUE (DB) (DB)
62 -6.1 1.1 n.5 0.25
69 -6.1 1.0 10.3 0.25
77 -5.5 1.0 11.6 0.23
85 -5.2 1.0 12.4 0.23
93 -4.5 1.2 25.2 0.22
124 -4.6 1.2 12.2 0.25
139 -4.8 1.2 12.4 0.25
154 -5.1 1.1 12.8 0.27
TABLE 14. LAT2 FREQUENCY DOMAIN PROPERTIES, 5 sps, SCHEDULED
GAINS, 15.0 LOOP OPEN,!S.O LOOP CLOSED (CONCLUDED)
a r
VELOCITY PHASE FREQUENCY SECOND GAIN FREQUENCY
(rn/s) MARGIN (RAD/SEC) MARGIN (RAn/SEC)
(DEG) (DB)
62 38 0.69 -10.0 1.8
69 36 0.69 - 9.5 1.8
77 39 0.63 - 9.8 1:6
85 40 0.63 -10.1 1.7
93 49 .65 -10.2 1.7
124 42 .63 -10.7 1.7
139 41 .61 -11. 5 1.7
154 39 .63 -10.8 1.7
TABLE 15. CURVED TRAJECTORY FLIGHT CONDITIONS
WAYPOINT X Y Z RADIUS(m) (m) (m) (m)
A -6706.0 2896.0 -1406.0 0
B -6706.0 - 107.0 -1406.0 2286.0
C -7209.0 -3048.0 - 829.0 2286.0
D -4923.0 -2743.0 - 383.5 0
E -4923.0 0.0 - 256.8 1524.0
F 1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
AIRCRAFT
STARTING -6706.0 1981.0 -1406.0 0
POSITION
WAYPOINT LATITUDE LONGITUDE SPEED(DEG) (DEG) (m/s)
A 38.01214601 -75.44233621 75.0
B 37.99775995 -75.41336030 75.0
C 37.98749129 -75.38191319 75.0
D 37.97157281 -75.39875636 75.0
E 37.98472385 -75.42522296 69.5
F 37.9449551 -75.45699678 69.5
AIRCRAFT
STARTING 38.00776522 -75.43350985 69.5
POSITION
WEIGHT CG FLAPS
85000.0 1bs 0.2 40 deg-FIXED
AIRCRAFT
PARAMETERS INITIAL INNER-LOOP OUTER-LOOP
HEADING SAMPLE RATE SAMPLE RATE
122.2 deg 20 sps-ALHAYS VARIES IN
FIGURES
--------------------------------
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FIGURE 1. INNER-LOOP, OUTER-LOOP CONTROL SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAMS
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FIGURE 3. YAW DAMPER AND RUDDER ACTUATOR MODEL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 6. COMPARISON OF LON3 OPTIMAL AND GAIN SCHEDULED GAINS
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FIGURE 8. ALTITUDE CAPTURE SIMULATION, 5 sps OUTER-LOOP
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FIGURE 9. CAS CAPTURE SIMULATION, 5 sps OUTER-LOOP 99
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FIGURE 9. CAS CAPTURE SIMULATION, 5 sps OUTER-LOOP (CONCLUDED)
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FIGURE 11. LATI HORIZONTAL CAPTURE, 5 sps OUTER-LOOP
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FIGURE 12. WIND SHEAR ENVIRONMENT
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FIGURE 13. WIND SHEAR SIMULATION
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FIGURE 13. WIND SHEAR SIMULATION (CONCLUDED)
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FIGURE 15. CONTROL SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR FREQUENCY
DOMAIN EVALUATION
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FIGURE 16. LON2 THROTTLE LOOP FREQUENCY RESPONSE USING
SCHEDULED GAINS, OUTER-LOOP SAMPLE RATE = 5 sps'
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FIGURE 17. LAT1 RUDDER LOOP FREQUENCY RESPONSE USING
SCHEDULED GAINS, OUTER-LOOP SAMPLE RATE = 5 sps
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FIGURE 18. LON2 (TOP) AND LATI (BOTTOM) SIG~~ PLOTS USING
SCHEDULED GAINS, OUTER-LOOP SAMPLE RATE = 5 sps
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FIGURE 19. LON2 ELEVATOR LOOP FREQUENCY RESPONSE USING
SCHEDULED GAINS, OUTER-LOOP SAMPLE RATE = 5 sps
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FIGURE 20. LAT1 AILERON LOOP FREQUENCY RESPONSE USING
SCHEDULED GAINS, OUTER-LOOP SAMPLE RATE = 5 sps
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FIGURE 21. LAT1 BODE PLOTS USING OPTIMAL OUTPUT FEEDBACK GAINS
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FIGURE 22. LON2 BODE PLOTS USING OPTIMAL OUTPUT FEEDBACK GAINS
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FIGURE 23. HORIZONTAL CURVED TRAJECTORY PROFILE
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FIGURE 24. LONl CURVED TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE, 5 sps
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FIGURE 25. LON2 CURVED TRAJECTORY PERFORMANCE, 5 sps
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